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Xeroderma pigmentosum complementation group C (XPC) protein is the key DNA 

damage recognition factor that initiates the global genome pathway of mammalian 

nucleotide excision repair. To serve this unique function, XPC must be able to 

recognize a broad spectrum of bulky DNA lesions, including those induced by UV 

irradiation [cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and (6-4) photoproducts] and many 

different carcinogen-DNA adducts. However, the molecular mechanism by which this 

versatile sensor of DNA damage detects a wide range of bulky base lesions is not 

understood (Friedberg et al., 2006). 

 The human XPC gene product encodes a hydrophilic polypeptide of 940 amino 

acids, which migrates with an electrophoretic mobility of about 125 kDa in denaturing 

gels (Masutani et al., 1994). In soluble cell lysates, the XPC protein is found in 

complexes with HR23B, a 58-kDa homolog of the yeast nucleotide excision repair 

protein RAD23 (Masutani et al, 1994), and centrin-2 (CTN2), a 18-kDa calcium-

binding protein (Araki et al, 2001). XPC protein on its own possesses DNA-binding 

activity (Uchida et al., 2002), whereas the HR23B and centrin-2 partners exert 

accessory functions in stabilizing the complex and stimulating its repair activity 

(Masutani et al., 1997; Ng et al., 2003). 

 XPC protein alone or in conjunction with HR23B has been shown to bind 

preferentially to damaged DNA substrates containing, for example, the UV light-

induced (6-4) photoproducts, DNA adducts induced by the alkylating agent 

acetylaminofluorene (AAF) or cisplatin intrastrand crosslinks (Sugasawa et al, 1998; 

Batty et al, 2000; Kusumoto et al, 2001). Since there is no common chemical or 

structural motif among the different DNA adducts recognized by XPC protein, the 

recognition mechanism is not explainable by a classical  “lock and key” recognition 

scheme (Sancar, 1996; Wood, 1997; de Laat et al., 1999). These early observations 

prompted the hypothesis that XPC protein may detect a particular conformational 

distortion imposed on the DNA double helix by the different adducts that are 

processed by the nucleotide excision repair system. Thus, the structural determinants 

for the recruitment of XPC protein to such DNA lesions have been further probed 

with artificial DNA substrates, thus revealing an affinity of the XPC subunit for DNA 

sites that deviate from the canonical Watson-Crick geometry, including a 6-nucleotide 

mispaired region, mismatched bubbles involving 3 to 5 nucleotides, or single-stranded 

DNA (Sugasawa et al., 2001; Hey et al., 2002; Sugasawa et al., 2002). 
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 In 2002, Uchida et al. reported that they have been able to narrow down the DNA-

binding domain of XPC to a region of 137 amino acids (codons 607-742) within its 

evolutionary conserved carboxy-terminal half. Because most mutated XPC alleles in 

xeroderma pigmentosum families lead to premature terminations as a result of 

frameshifts, nonsense mutations, deletions, insertions or aberrant splicing, only one 

single substitution, which causes a Trp690Ser change, has been identified in this 

evolutionary conserved region of XPC protein implicated in the interaction with DNA 

(Chavanne et al., 2000). Although the loss of this aromatic side chain maps to the 

presumed DNA-binding domain, its consequence with respect to substrate recognition 

in the nucleotide excision repair pathway is unknown.  As a consequence, I performed 

a mutational screen to analyze the general role of conserved XPC residues in the 

detection of DNA lesions. 

 There is ambiguity over the precise amino acid region of XPC protein involved in 

the complex formation with HR23B. A two-hybrid study reported by Li and 

collaborators (1997) mapped the HR23B-interacting region of XPC to residues 776 

through 801. In contrast, Uchida et al. (2002) performed a bidirectional truncation 

study to map the minimal HR23B-interacting region of XPC between amino acids 

496 and 734. The N-terminal domain of XPC is also responsible for an interaction 

with XPA, which appears to be important for the transition from an initial recognition 

intermediate (involving XPC and TFIIH) to the formation of an ultimate incision 

complex that includes XPA, RPA and the two endonucleases XPF and XPG. In fact, 

XPC protein behaves like a “molecular matchmaker” as it initiates the assembly of a 

repair complex but leaves the DNA substrate before completion of the incision 

reaction (Wakasugi and Sancar, 1998; Riedl et al., 2003; You et al., 2003). The 

carboxy-terminal tail of XPC protein mediates the association with TFIIH (residues 

816-940) (Uchida et al., 2002). 

 Additional studies showed that XPC protein is also able to interact with 3-

methyladenine DNA glycosylase (Miao et al., 2000) and thymine DNA glycosylase 

(Shimizu et al., 2003). These unexpected findings suggest that the XPC-HR23B-

CTN2 complex may constitute a platform not only for the loading of nucleotide 

excision repair factors onto damaged DNA, but also for the recruitment of a battery of 

other DNA repair enzymes such as for example different DNA glycosylases involved 

in the base excision repair pathway. Taken together, these reports emphasize the 

importance of understanding which domain of XPC is involved in DNA damage 
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recognition and of identifying the mechanism by which XPC protein discriminates 

between the native double helix and damaged DNA. 

It has been suggested that the recruitment of XPC protein is triggered by 

conformational distortions of the DNA substrate (Naegeli, 1995; Sugasawa et al., 

2002). However, it was not known how this initial factor distinguishes between 

normal conformational changes of the DNA double helix, induced for example by 

nucleosome assembly, transcription or other physiologic processes, and the DNA 

deformation at damaged sites remained elusive. This lack of mechanistic knowledge 

reflects also the fact that no structural information was available for XPC or one of its 

eukaryotic XPC homologs. Thus, the purpose of my study was to identify a nucleic 

acid interaction motif that is responsible for the unique recognition function of XPC 

protein. The structural and biochemical features of this interaction motif provided an 

important framework to understand, for the first time, the generic mechanism that is 

used by XPC protein to detect damaged sites in the genome. I discovered that human 

XPC protein avoids direct contacts with the damaged bases and, instead, uses a 

single-stranded DNA-binding motif to recognize the local single-stranded character of 

the undamaged complementary strand across the lesion site. It is now necessary to 

perform X-ray crystal analyses or other biophysical studies to confirm this unexpected 

mode of DNA damage recognition.  
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An Aromatic Sensor with Aversion to Damaged
Strands Confers Versatility to DNA Repair
Olivier Maillard, Szilvia Solyom, Hanspeter Naegeli

*

Institute of Pharmacology and Toxicology, University of Zurich–Vetsuisse, Zurich, Switzerland

It was not known how xeroderma pigmentosum group C (XPC) protein, the primary initiator of global nucleotide
excision repair, achieves its outstanding substrate versatility. Here, we analyzed the molecular pathology of a unique
Trp690Ser substitution, which is the only reported missense mutation in xeroderma patients mapping to the
evolutionary conserved region of XPC protein. The function of this critical residue and neighboring conserved
aromatics was tested by site-directed mutagenesis followed by screening for excision activity and DNA binding. This
comparison demonstrated that Trp690 and Phe733 drive the preferential recruitment of XPC protein to repair
substrates by mediating an exquisite affinity for single-stranded sites. Such a dual deployment of aromatic side chains
is the distinctive feature of functional oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide-binding folds and, indeed, sequence
homologies with replication protein A and breast cancer susceptibility 2 protein indicate that XPC displays a
monomeric variant of this recurrent interaction motif. An aversion to associate with damaged oligonucleotides implies
that XPC protein avoids direct contacts with base adducts. These results reveal for the first time, to our knowledge, an
entirely inverted mechanism of substrate recognition that relies on the detection of single-stranded configurations in
the undamaged complementary sequence of the double helix.

Citation: Maillard O, Solyom S, Naegeli H (2007) An aromatic sensor with aversion to damaged strands confers versatility to DNA repair. PLoS Biol 5(4): e79. doi:10.1371/
journal.pbio.0050079

Introduction

One of the most formidable challenges in DNA metabolism
is that faced by the initiator of the nucleotide excision repair
reaction as it locates damaged sites in the context of a large
excess of mostly undamaged residues. This challenge is
further complicated by an astounding diversity of target
lesions, including cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and pyr-
imidine–pyrimidone (6–4) photoproducts induced by UV
(ultraviolet) light, bulky DNA adducts generated by electro-
philic chemicals [1–4], a subset of oxidative products [5–7],
and certain protein-DNA crosslinks [8]. Molecular defects in
this versatile nucleotide excision repair response cause
autosomal recessive disorders in humans such as xeroderma
pigmentosum (XP) or Cockayne syndrome [9–11]. The XP
syndrome, in particular, is characterized by photosensitivity
and an extreme predisposition to sunlight-induced skin
cancer [12]. In addition to cutaneous abnormalities, some
XP patients also develop internal tumors [13] or neurologic
complications leading to DeSanctis–Cacchione syndrome
[14]. Individuals affected by XP are classified into seven
repair-deficient complementation groups designated XP–A
through XP–G [15].

The nucleotide excision repair response is separated in two
pathways. Global genome repair (GGR) activity is responsible
for the excision of DNA lesions across all nucleotide
sequences, whereas transcription-coupled repair removes
offending lesions only from the transcribed strand of active
genes [16,17]. A principal difference between these pathways
resides in the initial detection of DNA damage. During
transcription-coupled repair, elongation of the RNA poly-
merase II complex is blocked by abnormal residues, thereby
inducing the assembly of repair complexes [18]. In contrast,
the GGR machinery is dependent on the initial recognition of
damaged sites by XPC protein, which constitutes a universal

sensor of bulky lesions [19,20]. Recent studies showed that
XPC is also required for histone modifications in response to
bulky lesion formation, presumably to facilitate chromatin
remodeling [21,22]. It has been suggested that the recruit-
ment of XPC protein is triggered by distortions of the DNA
substrate [23–25], but how this initial factor distinguishes
between normal conformations of the double helix, induced
by nucleosome assembly, transcription or other physiologic
processes, and the DNA deformation at damaged sites
remained elusive. This lack of mechanistic knowledge reflects
the fact that no structure is available for any XPC homolog.
Thus, the purpose of this study was to identify a nucleic acid
interaction motif that is responsible for the unique recog-
nition function of XPC protein.
The human XPC gene encodes a polypeptide of 940 amino

acids that exists as a complex with centrin 2, a centrosomal
protein, and HR23B, one of two mammalian homologs of
yeast RAD23. XPC protein itself possesses DNA-binding
activity, whereas the centrin 2 and HR23B partners exert
accessory functions [26,27]. Uchida et al. [28] have been able
to narrow down the DNA-binding domain of XPC to a region
of 137 amino acids (codons 607–742) within its evolutionary
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conserved carboxy-terminal half. Because most mutated XPC
alleles in xeroderma pigmentosum families lead to premature
terminations as a result of frameshifts, nonsense mutations,
deletions, insertions or aberrant splicing, only one single
substitution, which causes a Trp690Ser change, has been
identified in the evolutionary conserved region of XPC
protein [29]. Although the loss of this aromatic side chain
maps to the presumed DNA-binding domain, its consequence
with respect to substrate recognition in the GGR pathway is
unknown, prompting a mutational screen to analyze the
general role of conserved XPC residues in the detection of
DNA lesions. This study disclosed an aromatic hot spot,
consisting of Trp690 and Phe733, which mediates an affinity
for the single-stranded character of target sites but with an
astonishing aversion to associate with damaged DNA strands.
A dual system of aromatics that stack with individual
unpaired bases of single-stranded DNA has already been
identified in RPA (replication protein A), breast cancer
susceptibility 2 protein, and many other single-stranded
DNA-binding factors [30–33]. Therefore, our results point
to a counterintuitive mechanism of damage recognition by
which XPC protein avoids direct contacts with bulky lesions
but, instead, probes the local susceptibility of intact nucleo-
tides, on the opposite side of the double helix, to adopt a
single-stranded configuration. The spontaneous Trp690Ser
point mutation associated with the XP syndrome interferes
with this inverted mode of substrate discrimination.

Results

Identification of Evolutionary Conserved Aromatic
Residues

The human XPC sequence has been aligned [34] with its
homologs from mouse, rat, Drosophila melanogaster, Trypanoso-
ma cruzi, yeast, and Arabidopsis thaliana to identify potential
consensus motifs in a region that includes the presumed
DNA-binding domain [28]. This sequence alignment demon-
strates that Trp690, mutated in an XP family, is maintained
from lower eukaryotes to plants and mammals. The only
exception is provided by one of the two homologs in
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, where the regular Trp at this
position is replaced by another aromatic residue (Figure 1).
The molecular function of an obligatory aromatic side chain
at codon 690 was tested by a systematic comparison with all

other evolutionary conserved aromatics that were identified
in the same portion of human XPC protein, i.e., between
codons 531 and 742. Also, the effects of these mutations were
evaluated in relation to the substitution of other conserved
residues with varying side chains. Figure 1 shows the positions
in the presumed DNA-binding domain that have been
selected for site-directed mutagenesis and highlights their
degree of conservation among eukaryotes.

Conserved Aromatics Are Critical Determinants of XPC
Function
A host cell reactivation assay was used to monitor the DNA

repair proficiency of XPC mutants in human cells [35]. XP–C
fibroblasts, which fail to express XPC protein, were tran-
siently transfected with a dual luciferase reporter system
accompanied by an expression vector coding for human XPC
protein or the different mutants. The reporter construct,
which carries a firefly luciferase gene, was damaged by
exposure to UV light (254 nm; 1000 J/m2) and supplemented
with an unirradiated control vector that expresses the Renilla
luciferase. Following varying repair times, firefly luciferase
activity was determined in cell lysates and normalized against
the internal Renilla standard.
Due to the repair defect of XP–C cells, transcription of the

reporter gene was suppressed by persistent UV lesions,
resulting in reduced firefly luciferase activity. However,
DNA repair and, hence, firefly luciferase expression was
restored following transfection with pcXPC, demonstrating
that the genetic defect of XP–C fibroblasts is corrected by
wild-type XPC protein (Figure 2A). In contrast, expression of
the reporter gene was not rescued when the same XP–C cells
were transfected with the empty vector pcDNA (Figure 2B).
The residual background activity (;15% of wild-type con-
trol), observed in the presence of these empty vectors, is likely
due to the transcription-coupled repair process, which
operates independently of XPC. In part, this residual activity
may also result from a minor fraction of plasmids remaining
free of bulky UV lesions in the luciferase reporter sequence.
The firefly luciferase production was not restored when,

instead of XPC, XPA protein was expressed in XP–C
fibroblasts (Figure 2B), thus demonstrating the specificity of
our host cell reactivation system. Also, the firefly luciferase
production was inhibited when the XPC sequence was
modified to carry the Trp690Ser mutation responsible for
clinical manifestations of the XP syndrome (Figure 2B).
Nearly identical results were obtained by transfecting the
cells with vector pXPC–GFP, which drives the expression of
wild type or mutated XPC sequences fused, on their carboxy-
terminal side, to green fluorescent protein (GFP). As
expected, no complementation of the repair defect was
detected upon expression of GFP alone using the corre-
sponding control vector (Figure 2B).
The relative luciferase activity indicative of DNA repair was

determined in the presence of each site-directed mutant, and
the results were reported as the percentage of wild-type
complementation after deduction of background luciferase
expression. Initially, the aromatic side chains of conserved
Phe, Trp, and Tyr residues were eliminated by Ala sub-
stitutions (Figure 2C). In most cases, the excision-repair
proficiency of XPC protein was only marginally diminished
by these Phe!Ala, Trp!Ala, or Tyr!Ala changes. However,
point mutations at the conserved codons 531, 542, 585, 690,

Author Summary

DNA is constantly exposed to damaging agents such as ultraviolet
light, carcinogens, or reactive metabolic byproducts causing
thousands of DNA lesions in a typical human cell every hour. To
prevent irreversible mutations, many of these different lesions are
eliminated by a DNA repair system known as ‘‘nucleotide excision
repair.’’ Repair is initiated by the XPC protein, which recognizes
damaged sites in the DNA double helix. Here, we describe how the
XPC protein probes the way in which the two DNA strands are
aligned, and how a recurrent protein motif, termed oligonucleotide/
oligosaccharide-binding fold, is used to detect dynamic fluctuations
of DNA in the lesion containing regions. We show that XPC interacts
preferentially with the undamaged strand opposite the lesion sites
and conclude that XPC protein adopts an entirely indirect
recognition mechanism to be able to detect a nearly infinite
spectrum of DNA lesions.
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and 733 resulted in a substantial (.50%) reduction of
excision activity, and the residual DNA repair observed with
these mutants is similar to the low level of complementation
promoted by the Trp690Ser allele (Figure 2C). All these
mutants displayed essentially the same repair deficiency when
reexamined as GFP fusion products (unpublished data).

The more sensitive codons 531, 542, 585, 690, and 733 were
further tested by converting the respective aromatics to
different amino acids with varying properties. In all cases, the
luciferase activity reflecting DNA excision repair was strongly
reduced regardless of whether the aromatics were replaced by
the aliphatic side chain of Ala, the hydrogen moiety of Gly, or
the hydrophilic side chain of Ser (Figure 2D). These results
imply that the loss of activity conferred by these XPC
mutations is primarily a consequence of the missing aromatic
residue rather than being dependent on the properties of the
newly introduced substituent.

Basic amino acids frequently make contacts with the
phosphate moieties of the DNA backbone. Thus, evolutionary
conserved Lys and Arg residues, located between codons 595
and 708 of the human XPC protein, were targeted by site-
directed mutagenesis. The positively charged side chains were
eliminated by changing the respective residues to Gly, but
none of the resulting Lys!Gly or Arg!Gly substitutions were
able to perturb the XPC function (Figure 2E). In addition,
absolutely conserved amino acids in the center of the putative
DNA-binding domain of human XPC protein were changed
to Ala residues. The resulting Pro635Ala, His644Ala, and
Ser686Ala substitutions reduced the luciferase activity to a
moderate degree but, interestingly, none of these mutants
reached the low residual repair level observed after removal
of an aromatic side chain at position 690 or 733 (Figure 2F).

Normal Expression and Cellular Localization of Repair-
Deficient XPC Mutants

The cellular XPC content was monitored by immunoblot
analysis of XP–C fibroblasts harvested 15 h after transient

transfections with vector pcXPC, promoting the expression
of human XPC alone, or vector pXPC–EGFP translating to
the production of XPC as a GFP fusion protein. In both cases,
a quantitative comparison of protein levels demonstrated
that the Trp690Ser and Trp690Gly mutants were expressed in
human fibroblasts to similar levels as the wild-type counter-
part (Figure 3A and 3B). Moreover, the repair-deficient
mutants with Ala substitutions at codons 531, 542, 585, 690,
and 733 were detected in human fibroblasts in nearly
identical amounts as wild-type XPC protein (Figure 3C).
Thus, the repair deficiency observed by substituting these
conserved aromatics is not a consequence of reduced XPC
expression or enhanced degradation.
The GFP fusion partner was exploited to perform

fluorescence microscopy studies. A time course experiment
with the wild-type sequence demonstrated that expression of
the XPC–GFP fusion increases during incubation periods of
18 h after transfection, with a cellular localization that is
predominantly restricted to the nucleus (Figure 3D). Control
cells transfected with vector pGFP demonstrated that GFP
alone displays a more diffuse distribution extending to both
the cytoplasma and nucleus (Figure 3E). However, the strong
nuclear localization is reestablished after expression of GFP
fused to the Trp690Ser mutant (Figure 3F). A similar level of
fluorescence with the same characteristic nuclear localization
was recorded for each of the repair-defective Ala mutants
(Figure 3G). These results demonstrate that the repair
deficiency of these tested mutants is not due to defective
translocation into the nuclear compartment.

XPC Protein Displays a Single-Stranded DNA-Binding
Motif
The wild-type XPC polypeptide was coupled to maltose-

binding protein (MBP), produced in Spodoptera frugiperda (Sf9)
cells and purified to homogeneity by nickel and heparin
affinity chromatography. MBP was chosen as a fusion partner
to promote solubility and proper folding [36]. Another

Figure 1. Evolutionary Conserved Residues in the Proposed DNA-Binding Domain of XPC Protein

Sequence comparison between eukaryotic XPC homologs. There are two homologous genes in S. pombe. Amino acids targeted by site-directed
mutagenesis are highlighted. Y, F, W, aromatic (orange); K, L, positively charged (green); P, H, S, other highly conserved positions (yellow).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0050079.g001
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advantage of the MBP tag is that, on its own, it lacks DNA-
binding activity [37]. On sodium dodecylsulfate gels, the final
fraction of the MBP–XPC fusion product migrated as a single
band with an apparent molecular weight of ;170 kDa, which
corresponds to the expected size of the 125-kDa XPC protein
linked to the 43-kDa MBP moiety (Figure 4A).

Conflicting results regarding the affinity of XPC protein
for DNA substrates of different lengths and conformations
have emerged. Oligonucleotides with fewer than 60 base pairs
resulted in weakened binding and reduced damage selectivity

[25,38,39]. As a consequence, we employed radiolabeled
duplexes of 65 base pairs to monitor DNA binding in
electrophoretic mobility shift assays. The nucleotide se-
quence was designed to contain neighboring pyrimidines
for the formation of UV-induced dimers. Thus, the double-
stranded substrates were UV irradiated (254-nm wavelength)
to test the DNA damage selectivity of purified XPC fusion
products. As expected from previous reports [40,41], an
increased affinity of XPC for UV-irradiated duplexes, over
the unirradiated control, was detected when the binding
reactions were supplemented with an excess of undamaged
competitor DNA, i.e., under conditions of limiting protein
(Figure 4B).
In addition to this known affinity for UV-irradiated

duplexes, we observed that XPC protein exhibits an extra-
ordinary preference for binding to single-stranded 65-mer
oligonucleotides over undamaged double-stranded fragments
of the same length (Figure 4C). These results obtained with
relatively long oligomeric substrates imply that the XPC
subunit fits the classic definition of a single-stranded DNA-
binding protein. Because shorter duplexes are more prone to
spontaneous denaturation, generating regions of single-
stranded DNA, the preference of XPC protein for binding
to single strands over double-stranded DNA is abrogated by
reducing the oligonucleotide length to 40 residues or fewer
(unpublished data). This effect of substrate length provides a
possible explanation for the diverging results of previous
studies where the damage selectivity of XPC protein had not
been attributed to an affinity for single-stranded DNA
conformations [23,40]. A striking bias for single-stranded
DNA is further supported by competition assays showing that
the binding of XPC protein to UV-irradiated 65-mer
duplexes is sensitive to the addition of 65-mer single strands
(Figure 4D). Conversely, when the competitor consisted of
double-stranded plasmids, an excess of heavily UV-irradiated
DNA was necessary to reduce the binding of XPC protein to
single-stranded oligonucleotides (Figure 4E).
Subsequently, we observed that the high-affinity associa-

tion of XPC protein with DNA single strands was progres-
sively reduced upon UV irradiation of the oligonucleotide
substrate (Figure 4F). Interestingly, the UV dose of 600 J/m2 is
expected to yield a damage frequency of ,1 photoproduct/
oligonucleotide molecule (40), yet this low level of radiation
was sufficient to reduce the single-stranded DNA-binding
activity of XPC protein by ;50%. Higher UV doses further
suppressed the single-stranded DNA-binding activity to
marginal levels (Figure 4G), indicating that bulky lesions
collide with the ability of XPC protein to form complexes
with DNA oligonucleotides. Taken together, we conclude that
XPC protein is recruited to target sites by virtue of its
characteristic preference for deoxyribonucleotide sequences
that adopt a single-stranded conformation. Surprisingly, this
sensor protein associates preferentially with undamaged
strands but rejects direct interactions with damaged strands.

The Trp690Ser Substitution Confers Defective DNA
Binding
Two different strategies were used to test the ability of XPC

mutants to interact with single-stranded DNA substrates.
First, MBP–XPC fusion products were expressed in Sf9 cells,
and the respective cell lysates were incubated with single-
stranded DNA immobilized on agarose beads. After 2 h-

Figure 2. Screening for Repair-Deficient XPC Mutants

(A) Time course of host cell reactivation assay. Human XP–C fibroblasts
were transfected with an expression vector coding for wild-type XPC
(pcXPC) or the empty control vector (pcDNA). Repair complementation
was assessed after the indicated times by monitoring luciferase
expression from a UV-irradiated reporter construct. Excision is reported
as the percentage of wild-type activity after 15 h of incubation (6 SD).
(B) Specificity of the repair assay. XP–C fibroblasts were transfected with
expression vectors coding for wild-type XPC (pcXPC or pXPC–GFP), wild-
type XPA (pcXPA), the control vectors (pcDNA and pGFP), or vectors
containing the Trp690Ser mutant sequences (pcW690S or pW690S–GFP).
Excision is reported as the percentage of wild-type activity (15-h
incubations).
(C) Deletion of aromatic side chains. XP–C fibroblasts were transfected
with vector pcXPC carrying the indicated mutations. DNA repair is
expressed as the percentage of wild-type complementation (15-h
incubations) after deduction of background luciferase activity obtained
with the control vector. The dashed line indicates a threshold of 50%
reduction in repair activity.
(D) Replacement of aromatic residues by amino acids of different
properties.
(E) Deletion of the positively charged side chains of conserved Lys or Arg
residues.
(F) Ala substitutions of absolutely conserved positions in the center of
the DNA-binding domain.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0050079.g002
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incubations at 4 8C, the fraction of XPC protein in the pellet
(bound to DNA) was separated by repeated washing from the
free XPC molecules remaining in the supernatant. The
extensively washed pellets and the accompanying super-
natants were analyzed separately by gel electrophoresis and
immunoblotting. Side-by-side comparisons showed that, in
the case of the wild-type control, a major proportion (.70%)
of XPC protein was recovered in the DNA-agarose pellet
when the binding reactions were performed in buffer

containing NaCl concentrations of 0.1–0.3 M (Figure 5A,
lanes 1–6). If the NaCl concentration was raised to 0.4 M, only
;50% of wild-type protein remained bound to DNA (Figure
5A, lanes 7 and 8). When the ionic strength was further
increased, the proportion of XPC protein retained in the
DNA pellet was diminished, reflecting a gradual reduction of
nucleic acid binding. In the case of the Trp690Ser mutant, the
fraction of protein recovered in association with the DNA
beads was markedly reduced already in buffer containing 0.1

Figure 3. Normal Cellular Expression and Localization of Repair-Deficient XPC Mutants

(A) Immunoblot analysis of XP–C fibroblasts transfected with pcXPC vectors coding for wild-type protein or repair-deficient mutants. Soluble cell lysates
(20 lg) were separated on polyacrylamide gels and probed for XPC protein using a specific monoclonal antibody directed against the C-terminal
sequence of human XPC. Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was recorded as the internal standard. Lane 2: XP–C fibroblasts
transfected with the pcDNA control vector.
(B) Densitometric quantification of three to five independent experiments. The intensity of immunoreactive bands corresponding to XPC protein was
normalized against the glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase standard and reported as the percentage of the wild-type signal (6 SD).
(C) Immunoblot analysis of XP–C fibroblasts transfected with pGFP (lane 1), or the vectors coding for wild-type (lane 2) or mutant XPC proteins (lanes 3–
7) fused to GFP. The primary antibody was directed against GFP.
(D) Time course of fluorescent fusion protein expression in XP–C fibroblasts transfected with pXPC–GFP containing the wild-type sequence. Nuclei were
stained with Hoechst reagent.
(E) Distribution of GFP in XP–C fibroblasts.
(F and G) Representative images demonstrating the nuclear localization of repair-deficient mutants 15 h after transfection.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0050079.g003
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M NaCl (Figure 5B, lanes 1 and 2). When the NaCl
concentration was increased to 0.2 or 0.3 M, the proportion
of mutant XPC protein remaining in the DNA pellets was
further reduced to ;20% or less (Figure 5B, lanes 3–6).
Essentially none of the Trp690Ser mutant remained as-
sembled with DNA when the NaCl concentration was raised
to 0.4 M (Figure 5B, lanes 7 and 8). These results show that the
Trp690Ser substitution identified in an XP family disrupts
the affinity of XPC protein for its DNA substrate.

Trp690 and Phe733 Define an Aromatic Hotspot for
Substrate Recognition

All repair-deficient substitutions were expressed as MBP
fusion products and tested for their ability to interact with
single-stranded DNA immobilized on agarose beads. This
systematic comparison was performed in buffer containing
0.3 M NaCl, which corresponds to the ionic strength under
which the most pronounced difference was detected between
wild-type XPC protein and the Trp690Ser reference. Under
these conditions, the three mutants Trp531Ala, Trp542Ala,
and Tyr585Ala, which carry Ala substitutions outside the
presumed DNA-binding domain, displayed a gradually
reduced DNA-binding capacity compared to wild-type XPC
protein (Figure 6A), possibly reflecting indirect structural
effects on the substrate recognition surface. This gradient of

decreasing interactions with DNA culminated in the nearly
complete loss of substrate binding in response to the
Trp690Ala or Phe733Ala substitution. In both cases, the vast
majority of mutant Trp690Ala and Phe733Ala protein
appeared as free molecules in the supernatant, and only an
insignificant fraction of these two species remained bound to
the single-stranded DNA agarose beads (Figure 6A). The
Phe762Ala substitution, which yielded only a mild DNA
repair defect in the host cell reactivation assay, was included
in this nucleic acid-binding screen as an additional control.
In full agreement with its in vivo repair proficiency, this
Phe762Ala mutant was able to associate with the DNA
substrate nearly as efficiently as the wild-type counterpart.
Among the repair-deficient XPC mutants identified in this

study, only the Phe733Ala substitution resulted in the same
poor DNA-binding activity as the XP mutation at codon 690.
Therefore, an independent preparation of this Phe733Ala
mutant (Figure 6B, lanes 3 and 4) was reexamined for DNA
binding in comparison with newly prepared cell lysates
containing the repair-deficient Trp690Ser mutant (lanes 1
and 2), the repair-proficient Phe762Ala derivative, (lanes 5
and 6) as well as the wild-type XPC control (lanes 7 and 8).
This control experiment, again carried out in the presence of
0.3 M NaCl, confirmed that the removal of an aromatic side
chain at positions 690 and 733 disrupts the DNA-binding

Figure 4. Affinity of XPC Protein for Native Single-Stranded Oligonucleotides

(A) Analysis of MBP–XPC fusion protein by Coomassie staining of a denaturing 8% polyacrylamide gel. Lane 1, markers; lane 2, purified fraction.
(B) Electrophoretic mobility shift assay demonstrating the preference of wild-type XPC protein for UV-irradiated duplexes over the unirradiated control
(lane 1). Radiolabeled double-stranded DNA fragments of 65 base pairs (2 nM) were incubated for 30 min with the MBP–XPC fusion product (50 nM) and
duplex poly[dI-dC] (10 ng/ll). F, free DNA; B, protein-bound DNA.
(C) Preference of XPC protein for binding to single-stranded 65-mer oligonucleotides (lanes 1–4) relative to undamaged 65-mer duplexes (lanes 5–8).
(D) Competition with single-stranded DNA. Radiolabeled 65-mer duplexes were UV-irradiated (1.8 kJ/m2) and incubated at a concentration of 2 nM with
XPC protein (50 nM), increasing amounts of unlabeled single-stranded oligomers of 65 nucleotides, and duplex poly[dI-dC] (10 ng/ll). The fractions of
protein-bound oligomers were determined by electrophoretic mobility shift assay, quantified by laser scanning densitometry, and expressed as the
percentage of binding observed in the absence of competitor DNA (6 SD).
(E) Competition with double-stranded DNA. Radiolabeled 65-mer oligonucleotides (2 nM) were incubated with XPC protein (50 nM), 100 ng of plasmid
DNA (pcDNA) exposed to the indicated UV doses, and duplex poly[dI-dC] (10 ng/ll). The fractions of protein-bound oligomers were quantified and
expressed as the percentage of binding determined in the presence of undamaged competitor DNA (6 SD).
(F) Suppression of single-stranded DNA binding by UV irradiation. Radiolabeled 65-mer oligonucleotides (2 nM), exposed to the indicated UV doses,
were incubated for 30 min with XPC protein (100 nM) and duplex poly[dI-dC] (10 ng/ll). Lane 1: no XPC protein.
(G) Quantification by laser scanning densitometry of two independent experiments performed with UV-irradiated single-stranded oligonucleotides (6 SD).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0050079.g004
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function of XPC protein. Thus, the molecular defect under-
lying the prominent repair deficiency of these Trp690 and
Phe733 substitutions resides with the inability of the
respective mutants to undergo close contacts with the DNA
substrate.

Probing of XPC Mutants with Single-Stranded
Oligonucleotides

A second experimental strategy, based on defined oligo-
nucleotide probes, was established to confirm that the
mutations at codons 690 and 733 confer defective binding
to single-stranded DNA. For that purpose, MBP–XPC
products were first purified from Sf9 cell lysates by
immunoprecipitation with anti-MBP antibodies linked to
paramagnetic beads. This one-step procedure generated
nearly homogenous preparations of MBP–XPC fusion pro-
teins (Figure 7A). Subsequently, the amount of paramagnetic
beads was adjusted to include 100 ng of purified protein,
translating to a final XPC concentration of 3 nM in each
binding reaction. Such purified fractions of wild-type protein
or Trp690Ser mutant were incubated with radiolabeled 65-
mer single strands and, following 2 h at 4 8C, the
oligonucleotides captured by XPC protein were separated
from free DNA. After extensive washing, the radioactivity
associated with XPC protein on the paramagnetic beads was
quantified by scintillation counting. We found substantial
binding of wild-type XPC protein to single-stranded oligo-
nucleotides but this interaction was markedly reduced when
the Trp690Ser mutant was tested under exactly the same
conditions (Figure 7B). Next, the reaction mixtures were

adjusted to contain different amounts of protein, thus
demonstrating a dose-dependent increase of DNA-binding
activity in the presence of wild-type XPC. These dose-
dependence experiments confirmed that XPC protein inter-
acts more efficiently with 65-mer heteroduplexes containing
a 3-nucleotide bubble than to perfectly homoduplex controls
(Figure 7C). The DNA-binding activity was further enhanced
by replacing duplex substrates with single-stranded oligonu-
cleotides of the same length (Figure 7C). Finally, these dose-
dependent binding assays were used to compare the relative
affinity of wild-type and mutant proteins for single-stranded
DNA. In contrast to the efficient association of wild-type XPC
with 65-mer oligonucleotides, the ability to interact with
single-stranded DNA was essentially lost when we tested the
mutants carrying an Ala substitution at codon 690 or 733
(Figure 7D). However, in agreement with the different assay
of Figure 6, the DNA-binding activity was more moderately
affected by a Trp531Ala substitution (Figure 7D). These
results support the conclusion that the two aromatic residues
Trp690 and Phe733 are critically required for the recognition
of single-stranded DNA conformations.

Discussion

The most astounding feature of the GGR machinery is its
ability to eliminate a wide diversity of DNA lesions, but how
this repair system discriminates anomalous residues against
the vast background of normal deoxyribonucleotides is still a
focus of intense research, mainly because there is no common
chemical motif among the different DNA adducts that would

Figure 5. The Trp690Ser Mutant Is Defective in Substrate Binding

(A) Pull-down assays were performed by coincubating Sf9 cell lysate (5 ll) containing wild-type XPC protein and 50 ll of single-stranded DNA beads.
The binding buffer was supplemented with the indicated concentrations of NaCl. The fractions of free (F) and bound (B) protein were separated and
analyzed by gel electrophoresis and immunobloting using specific monoclonal antibodies. The panel on the right provides a quantitative evaluation of
three independent binding assays showing the proportion of pulled-down XPC protein at the different ionic strengths.
(B) Pull-down assay with Sf9 cell lysate (5 ll) containing the Trp690Ser mutant (left) and quantitative evaluation of three independent experiments
(right).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0050079.g005
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account for a classic ‘‘lock and key’’ recognition scheme [1–4].
Our mutagenesis screen designed to probe the mode of
action of human XPC protein indicates that this primary
initiator of the GGR reaction donates a pair of aromatic side
chains (Trp690 and Phe733) to monitor the double helical
integrity of DNA and to recognize the local single-stranded
character imposed on the undamaged side of the DNA
duplex. These novel findings have several important impli-
cations with regard to damage recognition and the versatile
GGR pathway.

First, the preference of XPC protein for substrates
containing a short single-stranded segment, over fully
complementary duplexes, provides a truly universal mecha-
nism for the detection of lesion sites. Normally, the native
DNA duplex is stabilized by complementary base pairing as

well as by stacking interactions between adjacent bases such
that, in the absence of damage, the bases are positioned to the
interior of the double helix. In contrast, DNA at damaged
sites deviates considerably from this canonical Watson–Crick
geometry. Bulky adducts often disrupt normal pairing and
stacking interactions, thereby lowering the thermal and
thermodynamic stability of the duplex, which results in local
separation of the complementary strands and exposure of
unpaired and unstacked bases on the surface of the double
helix, thus generating an abnormal configuration with
features that resemble single-stranded DNA [24]. The present
equilibrium binding studies as well as kinetic measurements
[25], both demonstrating an extraordinary affinity for single-
stranded oligonucleotides relative to double-stranded coun-
terparts, imply that only base adducts that destabilize the
double helix generate the key molecular signal for recog-
nition by the single-stranded DNA-binding motif of XPC
protein.
Second, our results point to an inverted mode of recruit-

ment mediated by an affinity for the undamaged strand of the
DNA duplex. In fact, we observed an unfavorable binding of
XPC protein to UV-irradiated DNA oligonucleotides com-
pared to undamaged single-stranded counterparts. A similar
reduction of oligonucleotide binding has been detected
following the introduction of a site-specific cisplatin adduct
[25], implying that the interaction of XPC protein with single-
stranded DNA is generally disturbed by the presence of
adducted, crosslinked, or otherwise aberrant base residues.
Thus, the exquisite affinity of XPC protein for single-
stranded oligonucleotides, in combination with its aversion
to interact with damaged strands, indicates that the recog-
nition step in the GGR pathway is guided by an initial
association with the native strand of damaged duplexes
(Figure 8A), without ruling out the possibility that XPC
protein may ultimately interact with both strands. Such an
inverted mode of damage recognition, which is completely
independent of the variable chemistry of the lesion sites,
accommodates the ability of the GGR machinery to detect a
very wide array of DNA adducts. Recently, it has been
reported that RPA is equally refractory to interactions with
damaged oligonucleotides [42], suggesting a functional
analogy between XPC protein and representatives of the
large family of single-stranded DNA-binding factors.
Third, the dependence on a dual system of aromatic amino

acids indicates a structural basis for the observed similarity
between the XPC subunit and known single-stranded DNA-
binding proteins. We found that two distinct aromatics in the
presumed nucleic acid-binding domain of XPC protein, i.e.,
Trp690 and Phe733, are more critically involved in the high-
affinity interaction with single-stranded configurations than
all other conserved residues in the same XPC region. Even
mutations affecting the absolutely conserved Pro635, Lys642,
His644, Tyr676, Arg678, Ser686, or Lys708, located in the
DNA-binding domain, cause less incisive repair deficiencies
than the removal of the aromatic side chains at positions 690
and 733. Other aromatic side chains at codons 531, 542, and
585 are similarly required for excision repair activity, but
their removal confers more moderate DNA-binding defects.
This observation is consistent with a previous report
indicating that residues 531–585 are located outside the core
DNA-binding domain [28]. The distinctive requirement for a
pair of aromatics (Trp690 and Phe733 in the case of XPC) is

Figure 6. DNA-Binding Deficiency of Trp690 and Phe733 Mutants

(A) Pull-down assays were performed by coincubating Sf9 cell lysate (5
ll) containing wild-type XPC or the indicated Ala mutants and single-
stranded DNA beads. The binding buffer contained 0.3 M NaCl. The
fractions of free (F) and bound (B) protein were separated and analyzed
by gel electrophoresis and immunobloting using specific monoclonal
antibodies. The panel on the right shows the quantitative evaluation of
three independent binding assays (6 SD).
(B) Side-by-side comparison of the DNA-binding capacity of wild-type
XPC protein (lanes 7 and 8) and the indicated mutants (lanes 1–6).
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0050079.g006
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reminiscent of the OB-fold of many single-stranded DNA-
binding proteins [30]. In RPA, for example, four different
DNA-binding subdomains with the characteristic OB-fold are
responsible for the association with single-stranded sub-
strates [33]. Each of these domains forms a small b-barrel
consisting of several short elements of secondary structure
connected by loops of variable length [43]. The single-
stranded DNA-binding activity of these RPA subdomains
correlates with the presence of two structurally conserved
aromatics that mediate stacking interactions with closely
spaced DNA bases. Other OB-folds in the RPA complex that
lack these aromatic side chains fail to contribute to nucleic
acid binding [33]. The reiteration of a pattern of two separate
aromatics in the DNA-binding domain of XPC protein lends
support to the hypothesis that this repair factor may display
an analogous structural fold to recognize DNA bases
extruded from the double helix, and forced into a single-
stranded conformation, as a consequence of bulky lesion
formation. The different OB-fold subdomains of RPA range
between 110 and 180 amino acids in length. As a minimal
DNA-binding fragment of XPC protein has been mapped to a
region of 136 amino acids [28], we predict that XPC displays a
monomeric variant of this motif to detect the single-stranded
character resulting from separation of just one or, depending
on the extent of DNA distortion, no more than a few base
pairs at lesion sites.
To summarize, XPC protein displays a range of properties

that are typical of the OB-fold of single-stranded DNA-
binding factors, i.e., an affinity for single-stranded oligonu-
cleotides, an exquisite preference for undamaged strands
relative to damaged strands, the pairwise deployment of
aromatics for nucleic acid binding, and the ability to interact
with single-stranded DNA under conditions of elevated ionic
strength. This combination of functional and structural
analogies raises the question of whether a common sequence
motif may be shared by XPC and known single-stranded DNA-
binding proteins. A systematic analysis of the XPC full-length
sequence did not reveal any signature that may have predicted
its DNA-binding properties [44,45]. However, a homology
search focused on the comparison with the growing family of
OB-fold proteins showed that the nucleic acid-binding region
of XPC protein displays a remarkable similarity to one of the
oligonucleotide-binding subdomains of human RPA (Figure
8B). This comparison yielded 27% identity and 73% similarity
between the DNA-binding domain of XPC protein and the
RPA-B motif situated in the large subunit of the human RPA
complex. The sequence homology extends over most of the
conserved elements of secondary structure of the RPA-B
subdomain and exceeds the 12% identity detected when
known OB-folds were aligned according to their high-
resolution structure [32]. The same DNA-binding region of
XPC also displays a 66% similarity with the OB1 and a 64%
similarity with the OB2 motif of breast cancer susceptibility 2
(unpublished data). Thus, the aromatic sensor domain of XPC

Figure 7. Single-Stranded Oligonucleotide-Binding Defect

(A) Analysis of immunoprecipitated XPC by Coomassie staining of a
denaturing 8% polyacrylamide gel. The MBP–XPC fusions were purified
from Sf9 lysates using monoclonal anti-MBP antibodies linked to
paramagnetic beads. Lane 1, markers; lane 2, wild-type MBP–XPC; lane
3, fusion protein containing the Trp690Ser reference mutation.
(B) Binding of wild-type XPC and Trp690Ser mutant to single-stranded
oligonucleotides. Immunoprecipitated MBP–XPC protein (100 ng, 3 nM)
was incubated with 32P-labeled 65-mer oligonucleotides (2 nM). The DNA
molecules captured by XPC protein were separated from the free
oligonucleotides and quantified in a scintillation counter. Single-
stranded DNA-binding activity (6 SD) is reported as the radioactivity
immobilized by XPC after deduction of the background binding
determined with empty beads.
(C) Differential binding to distinct DNA conformations. Immunoprecipi-
tated MBP–XPC protein (100 ng, 3 nM) was incubated with 32P-labeled
substrates (2 nM) consisting of 65-mer homoduplexes, 65-mer hetero-
duplexes with a central 3-nucleotide bubble, or 65-mer single-stranded
oligonucleotides. The DNA molecules captured by XPC protein were
separated from free DNA and quantified in a scintillation counter. DNA-
binding activity (mean values of two experiments) is reported as the
radioactivity immobilized by XPC after deduction of the background
binding determined with empty beads.
(D) Comparison between wild-type XPC and Ala mutants. Paramagnetic

beads containing the indicated amounts of immunopurified MBP–XPC
protein were incubated with 32P-labeled 65-mer oligonucleotides (2 nM).
DNA associated with XPC protein was separated from the free
oligonucleotides and quantified in a scintillation counter. Single-
stranded DNA binding activity (mean values of four experiments) is
reported as the radioactivity immobilized by XPC after deduction of the
background binding to empty beads.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0050079.g007
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protein, responsible for the recognition of DNA damage in
the GGR pathway, is related to the OB-folds of known single-
stranded DNA-binding proteins.

In conclusion, this article shows that a versatile sensor of
DNA damage achieves its wide recognition function by
avoiding direct contacts with injured residues. Instead, XPC
protein exploits the inherent redundancy of the genetic code
in the DNA double helix to detect DNA damage in an indirect
but highly versatile manner. If one strand contains a bulky
lesion, normal base pairing and stacking interactions are
compromised, and the intact complementary strand converts
to a local single-stranded configuration, thus generating the
universal molecular signal for XPC recruitment.

Materials and Methods

Site-directed mutagenesis. The human XPC complementary DNA
[38] was cloned into pcDNA3.1 (Invitrogen, http://www.invitrogen.
com) using the restriction enzymes NotI and KpnI and into pEGFP-N3
(Clontech, http://www.clontech.com) using the KpnI and XmaI sites.
Mutagenesis was carried out with the QuickChange site-directed

mutagenesis kit (Stratagene, http://www.stratagene.com) following the
manufacturer’s instructions. Forward and reverse primers are listed
in Table S1. The resulting clones were sequenced (Microsynth, http://
www.microsynth.ch) to exclude accidental mutations introduced
elsewhere in the complementary DNA.

Host cell reactivation assay. Simian virus 40-transformed human
XP–C fibroblasts (GM16093) were from the Coriell Cell Repository
(http://ccr.coriell.org). These cells were grown in Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (Gibco, http://www.invitrogen.com), supplemented
with 10% fetal bovine serum, penicillin G (100 units/ml) and
streptomycin (100 lg/ml), in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator. The
pGL3 and phRL–TK vectors expressing firefly (Photinus) and Renilla
luciferase, respectively, were from Promega. DNA was UV-irradiated
at a concentration of 1 mg/ml in 10 mM Tris-HCl, (pH 8), and 1 mM
EDTA. XP–C cells were transfected in a 6-well plate at a confluence of
95% using Lipofectamine Plus reagent (Invitrogen). Each trans-
fection mixture contained 0.23 lg pGL3 (UV-irradiated), 0.02 lg
phRL–TK (unirradiated), and 0.25 lg of the appropriate expression
vector. After a 4-h incubation, the transfection reagents were
replaced by complete medium. Unless otherwise indicated, the cells
were lysed after another 15-h period to measure firefly and Renilla
luciferase activity using the Dual–Luciferase assay system (Promega,
http://www.promega.com) on a microtiter plate luminometer (Dynex,
http://www.dynextechnologies.com). All results (mean values of at
least five determinations) were normalized by calculating the ratios
between firefly and Renilla luciferase activity. Expression of XPC
polypeptides in human cells was monitored by Western blotting
(using monoclonal antibodies against GFP from Clontech) and
fluorescence microscopy as described [46].

Expression and purification of XPC protein. A polyhistidine-MBP–
XPC fusion product was constructed by inserting a 2.9-kb fragment,
which contains the human XPC complementary DNA, into the
pFastBac HTc vector (Invitrogen) using the NotI and KpnI restriction
sites. Subsequently, a 1.2-kb fragment containing the MalE comple-
mentary DNA (from pMal-c2; New England Biolabs, http://www.neb.
com) was inserted on the 59 side of the XPC sequence using the StuI
restriction site. Recombinant baculovirus for the infection of Sf9 cells
was generated using the BAC-TO-BAC Baculovirus Expression
System (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s instructions.

Polyhistidine- and MBP-tagged XPC protein was fractionated from
Sf9 cell lysates [38] with two chromatographic cycles through a Ni2þ

column (Qiagen, http://www.qiagen.com). The fractions were analyzed
using a mouse monoclonal antibody against recombinant human
XPC protein (Abcam, http://www.abcam.com). Samples containing
XPC protein, eluting mainly at 100 mM imidazole, were pooled,
dialyzed against phosphate buffer (25 mM sodium phosphate, [pH
7.8], 10% [v/v] glycerol, 5 mM b-mercaptoethanol, and 0.25 mM
phenylmethane sulfonyl fluoride) containing 0.2 M NaCl, and further
processed by heparin chromatography (Amersham, http://www.
amershambiosciences.com). The heparin column was eluted with a
0.2–1 M gradient of NaCl. The samples containing homogeneous
MBP–XPC protein, eluting at 600 mM NaCl, were pooled, dialyzed,
and supplemented with glycerol to a concentration of 25% (v/v)
before freezing at �80 8C. Protein concentration was determined
using the Bio-Rad protein assay reagent (http://www.bio-rad.com).

A one-step purification was performed by mixing crude Sf9 cell
lysates (5–20 ll) with monoclonal antibodies against MBP that were
covalently linked to paramagnetic beads (New England BioLabs). The
binding buffer consisted of 25 mM Tris-HCl, (pH 7.5), 10% glycerol,
0.01% Triton X-100, 0.25 mM phenylmethane sulfonyl fluoride, 1 mM
EDTA, and 0.3 M NaCl. After incubation at 4 8C for 2 h, the beads were
washed four times, and bound proteins were analyzed by denaturing
gel electrophoresis followed by Coomassie staining. The yield of MBP–
XPC protein was determined by quantitative laser densitometry of the
170-kDa bands using, as standards, different amounts of MBP–XPC
probes purified by Ni2þ and heparin chromatography, as described
before, and loaded in parallel onto the same gel.

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays. The synthetic 65-mer
oligonucleotides 59-CGGGGCGAATTCGAGCTCGCCCGGGATCCT-
CACATAGAGTCGACCTGCTGCAGCCCAAGCTTGGC-39 and 59-
GCCAAGCTTGGGCTGCAGCAGGTCGACTCTATGTGAG
GATCCCGGGCGAGCTCGAATTCGCCCCG-39 were purchased from
Microsynth. A DNA homoduplex was constructed by hybridizing
these complementary oligonucleotides in 50 mM Tris-HCl, (pH 7.4),
10 mMMgCl2, and 1 mM dithiothreitol. The annealing was performed
by heating to 95 8C for 10 min, followed by slow cooling (3 h at 25 8C).
Electrophoretic mobility shift assays (reactions of 10 ll) were
performed by incubating, at 20 8C for 30 min, 32P-labeled
oligonucleotide substrate (2 nM), duplex poly[dI–dC] competitor
DNA (10 ng/ll), and the indicated concentrations of XPC protein in

Figure 8. Versatile Damage Recognition: Detection of Single-Stranded

Configurations in the Undamaged Strand of the Double Helix

(A) Initial interaction of XPC protein with damaged sites driven by an
affinity for native single-stranded DNA. The triangle symbolizes a helix-
distorting bulky lesion. This mechanism with inverted DNA strand
specificity directs XPC protein to the undamaged strand and the
downstream factors of the GGR pathway to the damaged strand.
(B) Alignment of the RPA-B and XPC DNA-binding sequences. The
consensus was derived using the following amino acid classes [47]:
hydrophobic (h, ALICVMYFW); the aliphatic subset of these (a, ALIVMC);
small (s, ACDGNPSTV); the ‘‘tiny’’ subset of these (u, GAS); polar (p,
CDEHKNQRST); charged (c, DEHKR), positively charged (þ, HKR); and
negatively charged (n, DE). The length of nonalignable gaps is indicated
in parentheses and the b-sheet elements are indicated by the arrows.
doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0050079.g008
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40 mM Tris-HCl, (pH 7.5), 5 mM MgCl2, 100 lg/ml bovine serum
albumin, and 1 mM dithiothreitol [40]. Following the addition of gel
loading buffer (2 ll) containing 30% (v/v) glycerol, 0.25% (w/v)
bromophenol blue, and 0.25% (w/v) xylene cyanol in water, the extent
of binding was determined on 7% native polyacrylamide gels.

Screening of mutants for DNA binding. Lysates (5 ll) from
baculovirus-infected Sf9 cells [28] were mixed with 50 ll of single-
stranded DNA agarose beads (Amersham) and 100 ll 25 mM Tris-HCl,
(pH 7.5), 10% glycerol, 0.01% Triton X-100, 0.25 mM phenylmethane
sulfonyl fluoride, 1 mM EDTA, supplemented by the indicated
concentrations of NaCl. After incubation at 4 8C for 2 h, the
supernatant was recovered and the beads were washed four times
with 300 ll binding buffer. Finally, the DNA-bound proteins were
eluted from the beads with 100 ll of 10 mM Tris-HCl, (pH 8.0), 1 mM
EDTA, and 1% (w/v) sodium dodecylsulfate. Equivalent amounts of
supernatant and DNA-bound fractions were loaded onto denaturing
polyacrylamide gels, followed by immunoblot analysis, visualization
by chemoluminescence (SuperSignal, Pierce, http://www.piercenet.
com), and quantification by laser scanning densitometry.

The binding of mutants to single-stranded or double-stranded
oligonucleotides was tested using purified MBP–XPC fusions obtained
by immunoprecipitation. Paramagnetic beads (0.2 mg) containing the
indicated amounts of wild-type or mutant XPC (between 10 and 100
ng) were incubated with 32P-labeled 65-mer probes (2 nM) in 200 ll of
25 mM Tris-HCl, (pH 7.5), 0.3 M NaCl, 10% glycerol, 0.01% Triton X-
100, 0.25 mM phenylmethane sulfonyl fluoride, and 1 mM EDTA.
Following an incubation of 90 min at 4 8C, the paramagnetic beads
were washed three times with 200-ll binding buffer. Finally, the

radiolabeled oligonucleotides associated with XPC protein were
quantified by liquid scintillation counting. The background radio-
activity resulting from unspecific binding of the oligonucleotides to
empty beads (0.2 mg) was determined in separate reactions.

Supporting Information

Table S1. Forward and Reverse Primers Used for Site-Directed
Mutagenesis

The mutated nucleotides are underlined.

Found at doi:10.1371/journal.pbio.0050079.st001 (62 KB PDF).
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Table 1 

 

Forward and reverse primers used for site-directed mutagenesis. The mutated nucleotides are 

underlined. 

 

Substitution 
 

Oligonucleotide primer sequences 

W531G 
 

5’-GCTGGTATAGACCAGGGGCTAGAGGTGTTC-3’ 
5’-GAACACCTCTAGCCCCTGGTCTATACCAGC-3’ 

W531A 
 

5’-GCTGGTATAGACCAGGCGCTAGAGGTGTTC-3’ 
5’-GAACACCTCTAGCGCCTGGTCTATACCAGC-3’ 

W531S 
 

5’-GCTGGTATAGACCAGTCGCTAGAGGTGTTC-3’ 
5’-GAACACCTCTAGCGACTGGTCTATACCAGC-3’ 

F535A 
 

5’-CAGTGGCTAGAGGTGGCCTGTGAGCAGGAG-3’ 
5’-CTCCTGCTCACAGGCCACCTCTAGCCACTG-3’ 

W542G 
 

5’-GAGCAGGAGGAAAAGGGGGTATGTGTAGAC-3’ 
5’-CTCCTCTGTCTGCCCCTTTTCCTCCTGCTC-3’ 

W542A 
 

5’-GAGCAGGAGGAAAAGGCGGTATGTGTAGAC-3’ 
5’-CTCCTCTGTCTGCGCCTTTTCCTCCTGCTC-3’ 

W542S 
 

5’-GAGCAGGAGGAAAAGTCGGTATGTGTAGAC-3’ 
5’-CTCCTCTGTCTGCGACTTTTCCTCCTGCTC-3’ 

Y585A 
 

5’-GATGTCACACAGAGGGCCGACCCAGTCTGG-3’ 
5’-CCAGACTGGGTCGGCCCTCTGTGTGACATC-3’ 

Y585G 
 

5’-GATGTCACACAGAGGGGCGACCCAGTCTGG-3’ 
5’-CCAGACTGGGTCGCCCCTCTGTGTGACATC-3’ 

Y585S 
 

5’-GATGTCACACAGAGGTCCGACCCAGTCTGG-3’ 
5’-CCAGACTGGGTCGGACCTCTGTGTGACATC-3’ 

K595G 
 

5’-GGATGACAGTGACCCGCGGGTGCCGGGTTGATGCTG-3’ 
5’-CAGCATCAACCCGGCACCCGCGGGTCACTGTCATCC-3’ 

R597G 
 

5’-CAGTGACCCGCAAGTGCGGGGTTGATGCTGAGTGG-3’ 
5’-CCACTCAGCATCAACCCCGCACTTGCGGGTCACTG-3’ 

P635A 
 

5’-CACATGGACCAGCCTTTGGCCACTGCCATTGGC-3’ 
5’-GCCAATGGCAGTGGCCAAAGGCTGGTCCATGTG-3’ 

Y641A 
 

5’-CCCACTGCCATTGGCTTAGCTAAGAACCACCCTCTG-3’ 
5’-CAGAGGGTGGTTCTTAGCTAAGCCAATGGCAGTGGG-3’ 

K642G 
 

5’-CTGCCATTGGCTTATATGGGAACCACCCTCTGTATGC-3’ 
5’-GCATACAGAGGGTGGTTCCCATATAAGCCAATGGCAG-3’ 

H644A 
 

5’-GGCTTATATAAGAACGCCCCTCTGTATGCCCTG-3’ 
5’-CAGGGCATACAGAGGGGCGTTCTTATATAAGCC-3’ 

Y647A 
 

5’-GAACCACCCTCTGGCTGCCCTGAAGCGGCATCTC-3’ 
5’-GAGATGCCGCTTCAGGGCAGCCAGAGGGTGGTTC-3’ 

R651G 
 

5’-CCTCTGTATGCCCTGAAGGGGCATCTCCTGAAATATG-3’ 
5’-CATATTTCAGGAGATGCCCCTTCAGGGCATACAGAGG-3’ 



K655G 
 

5’-GAAGCGGCATCTCCTGGGATATGAGGCCATCTATCC-3’ 
5’-GGATAGATGGCCTCATATCCCAGGAGATGCCGCTTC-3’ 

Y656A 
 

5’-CGGCATCTCCTGAAAGCTGAGGCCATCTATCCC-3’ 
5’-GGGATAGATGGCCTCAGCTTTCAGGAGATGCCG-3’ 

Y660A 
 

5’-GAAATATGAGGCCATCGCTCCCGAGACAGCTGCC-3’ 
5’-GGCAGCTGTCTCGGGAGCGATGGCCTCATATTTC-3’ 

Y676A 
 

5’-CGTGGAGAAGCGGTCGCCTCCAGGGATTGTGTG-3’ 
5’-CACACAATCCCTGGAGGCGACCGCTTCTCCACG-3’ 

R678G 
 

5’-GAAGCGGTCTACTCCGGGGATTGTGTGCACAC-3’ 
5’-GTGTGCACACAATCCCCGGAGTAGACCGCTTC-3’ 

S686A 
 

5’-GTGCACACTCTGCATGCCAGGGACACGTGGCTG-3’ 
5’-CAGCCACGTGTCCCTGGCATGCAGAGTGTGCAC-3’ 

W690G 
 

5’-GCATTCCAGGGACACGGGGCTGAAGAAAGCAAGAG-3’ 
5’-CTCTTGCTTTCTTCAGCCCCGTGTCCCTGGAATGC-3’ 

W690A 
 

5’-GCATTCCAGGGACACGGCGCTGAAGAAAGCAAGAG-3’ 
5’-CTCTTGCTTTCTTCAGCGCCGTGTCCCTGGAATGC-3’ 

W690S 
 

5’-GCATTCCAGGGACACGTCGCTGAAGAAAGCAAGAG-3’ 
5’-CTCTTGCTTTCTTCAGCGACGTGTCCCTGGAATGC-3’ 

K693G 
 

5’-GGACACGTGGCTGAAGGGAGCAAGAGTGGTGAGG-3’ 
5’-CCTCACCACTCTTGCTCCCTTCAGCCACGTGTCC-3’ 

R698G 
 

5’-GAAAGCAAGAGTGGTGGGGCTTGGAGAAGTACC-3’ 
5’-GGTACTTCTCCAAGCCCCACCACTCTTGCTTTC-3’ 

Y704A 
 

5’-CTTGGAGAAGTACCCGCCAAGATGGTGAAAGGC-3’ 
5’-GCCTTTCACCATCTTGGCGGGTACTTCTCCAAG-3’ 

K705G 
 

5’-GCTTGGAGAAGTACCCTACGGGATGGTGAAAGGCTTTTC-3’ 
5’-GAAAAGCCTTTCACCATCCCGTAGGGTACTTCTCCAAGC-3’ 

K708G 
 

5’-CCCTACAAGATGGTGGGAGGCTTTTCTAACCGTGC-3’ 
5’-GCACGGTTAGAAAAGCCTCCCACCATCTTGTAGGG-3’ 

F733A 
 

5’-GAAAATGACCTGGGCCTGGCTGGCTACTGGCAGACAGAG-3’ 
5’-CTCTGTCTGCCAGTAGCCAGCCAGGCCCAGGTCATTTTC-3’ 

F733G 
 

5’-GAAAATGACCTGGGCCTGGGTGGCTACTGGCAGACAGAG-3’ 
5’-CTCTGTCTGCCAGTAGCCACCCAGGCCCAGGTCATTTTC-3’ 

F733S 
 

5’-GAAAATGACCTGGGCCTGTCTGGCTACTGGCAGACAGAG-3’ 
5’-CTCTGTCTGCCAGTAGCCAGACAGGCCCAGGTCATTTTC-3’ 

W736G ? 
 

5’-GGCCTGTTTGGCTACGGGCAGACAGAGGAG-3’ 
5’-CTCCTCTGTCTGCCCGTAGCCAAACAGGCC-3’ 

Y741A 
 

5’-GGCAGACAGAGGAGGCTCAGCCCCCAGTG-3’ 
5’-CACTGGGGGCTGAGCCTCCTCTGTCTGCC-3’ 

F756A 
 

5’-GTGCCCCGGAACGAGGCTGGGAATGTGTAC-3’ 
5’-GTACACATTCCCAGCCTCGTTCCGGGGCAC-3’ 

F762A 
 

5’-GGGAATGTGTACCTCGCCCTGCCCAGCATG-3’ 
5’-CATGCTGGGCAGGGCGAGGTACACATTCCC-3’ 

F762G 
 

5’-GGGAATGTGTACCTCGGCCTGCCCAGCATG-3’ 
5’-CATGCTGGGCAGGCCGAGGTACACATTCCC-3’ 

F762S 
 

5’-GGGAATGTGTACCTCTCCCTGCCCAGCATG-3’ 
5’-CATGCTGGGCAGGGAGAGGTACACATTCCC-3’ 



F797A 
 

5’-CAGGCCATCACTGGCGCTGATTTCCATGGCGG-3’ 
5’-CCGCCATGGAAATCAGCGCCAGTGATGGCCTG-3’ 

F799A 
 

5’-CCATCACTGGCTTTGATGCCCATGGCGGCTACTC-3’ 
5’-GAGTAGCCGCCATGGGCATCAAAGCCAGTGATGG-3’ 
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Abstract 

Nucleotide excision repair is a cut-and-patch pathway that eliminates potentially 

mutagenic DNA lesions caused by ultraviolet light, electrophilic chemicals, oxygen radicals 

and many other genetic insults. Unlike antigen recognition by the immune system, which 

employs billions of immunoglobulins and T-cell receptors, the nucleotide excision repair 

complex relies on just a few generic factors to detect an infinite range of DNA adducts. This 

molecular versatility is achieved by a bipartite strategy initiated by the detection of abnormal 

DNA fluctuations, followed by the localization of injured residues through an enzymatic 

scanning process. The early recognition subunits are able to probe the dynamic properties of 

nucleic acid substrates but avoid direct contacts with chemically altered bases. Only 

downstream subunits of the bipartite recognition process interact more closely with damaged 

bases to delineate the sites of DNA incision. Thus, consecutive factors expand the spectrum 

of deleterious genetic lesions conveyed to DNA repair by detecting distinct molecular 

features of target substrates. 

 

Keywords. Mutagenesis, cancer, carcinogens, genome stability, DNA repair, ultraviolet 

radiation, xeroderma pigmentosum 
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1. Introduction 

Although integrity of the genetic information is essential for normal development, viability, 

longevity and the health of organisms, the cellular DNA is under permanent attack not only 

from environmental genotoxic agents but also from endogenous metabolic byproducts that 

alter its chemical structure. To counteract the continuous formation of genetic damage, living 

organisms are equipped with a network of DNA repair systems. Briefly, placental mammals 

employ six major DNA repair pathways to cope with mutagenic insults [1]: (i) mismatch 

repair to correct replication errors, (ii) DNA damage reversal to remove alkyl groups, (iii) 

non-homologous end joining to repair double-strand breaks, (iv) homologous recombination 

to rescue corrupted or deleted chromosomal sequences, (v) base excision repair to eliminate 

modified or incorrect bases, and (vi) nucleotide excision repair (NER) to remove bulky 

lesions. 

 The NER system eliminates DNA lesions by promoting the excision of single-stranded 

oligonucleotides from damaged strands followed by restoration of an intact double helix by 

DNA repair synthesis and DNA ligation (Fig. 1). This type of repair reaction has evolved in 

all three biological kingdoms to excise mutagenic photoproducts induced by short-

wavelength ultraviolet (UV) light [primarily cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and (6-4) 

photoproducts] as well as a wide array of bulky DNA adducts generated by electrophilic 

carcinogens [2-4]. Other known NER substrates include a subset of oxidative lesions [5-7] 

and protein-DNA crosslinks [8]. The purpose of this review is to summarize the knowledge 

gained in the last few years as to how the mammalian NER system achieves this astounding 

substrate versatility while preserving a stringent selectivity for damaged target sequences.  

The importance of preventing genetic mutations caused by DNA photoproducts and other 

NER substrates is illustrated by a direct link between defects in the NER pathway and a 

devastating cancer-prone disorder in humans. In fact, many NER proteins are encoded by 
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genes that, when mutated, give rise to xeroderma pigmentosum (XP), an inherited disease 

characterized by extreme photosensitivity and a 2000-fold increased incidence of sunlight-

induced skin cancer [1,9]. XP patients also have a higher risk of internal tumors and, in some 

cases, neurological complications, probably reflecting the essential role of NER in the 

removal of oxidative DNA damage [5,10]. Individuals suffering from this recessive disorder 

have been assigned to different complementation groups by cell-fusion experiments and the 

respective NER genes (XPA through XPG) were named after the complementation group 

with which they associate.  

 

2. Mammalian NER reaction and core subunits 

The XPA-XPG gene products are the components of a NER complex that is necessary and 

sufficient for excision activity in the presence of naked substrates in vitro without the aid of 

any other accessory protein [11-13]. The order of arrival of these core NER factors is still 

debated, but a favored model illustrated in Fig. 1 proposes the assembly of a multi-subunit 

complex triggered by XPC protein together with one of the mammalian homologs of yeast 

RAD23 (HR23B) and the calcium-binding protein centrin-2 (CTN2) [14-16]. After initial 

recognition of damaged sites by the XPC subunit, this pathway is thought to proceed with the 

sequential recruitment of transcription factor IIH (TFIIH, containing XPB, XPD and other 8 

subunits), XPA (a possible homodimer), replication protein A (RPA, 3 subunits), XPG and 

XPF-ERCC1 (a dimer composed of XPF and excision repair cross complementing-1 protein). 

 Irrespective of the order of NER assembly, which will be discussed in more detail below, 

it has been demonstrated that XPA, XPC, TFIIH and RPA participate in the formation of a 

stable recognition intermediate [17,18] characterized by transient unwinding of the duplex 

substrate (Fig. 1). In conjunction, these factors introduce an open DNA structure with “Y-

shaped” double to single strand junctions flanking the lesion [18-20]. The endonucleases 
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XPF-ERCC1 and XPG act as “scissors” to cut out DNA damage by cleaving the damaged 

strand at each of the “Y-shaped” transitions of this open intermediate, thereby releasing 

injured residues as part of an oligomeric segments of 24-32 nucleotides in length [21]. XPF-

ERCC1 makes the 5’ incision, whereas XPG is responsible for the 3’ incision [22-24]. The 

DNA scissions are introduced 15-25 nucleotides away from the damaged base on the 5’ side 

but only 3-9 nucleotides away on the 3’ side. 
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Figure 1. Scheme of the human NER pathway. The damaged strand carries a polycyclic 

aromatic hydrocarbon adduct. Abbreviations: ERCC1, excision repair cross complementing-1 

protein; HR23B, homolog of RAD23B; PCNA, proliferating cell nuclear antigen; RFC, 

replication factor C; RPA, replication protein A; TFIIH, transcription factor IIH; XPA-XPF, 

xeroderma pigmentosum complementation group A-F proteins. DNA damage recognition by 

the action of XPC, XPA, TFIIH and RPA is followed by double DNA incision through the 

endonucleases XPF-ERCC1 and XPG. The synthesis of repair patches is dependent on RFC, 

a matchmaker that binds to the excision gap and loads PCNA, which in turn acts as a sliding 

clamp for DNA polymerases. Finally, the newly synthesized repair patches are sealed by 

DNA ligase I. 

 

 To restore duplex integrity, all excision repair reactions depend on the redundancy of the 

double-stranded genetic code. If the nucleotides of one strand are damaged, they are excised 

and the intact opposing strand is used as a template to direct the synthesis of repair patches. 

Because the NER pathway generates two separate incisions, it is essential that both scissions 

occur in the same damaged strand, such that the opposite native sequence is preserved during 

the excision reaction and later in the pathway can serve as the complementary template for 

error-free DNA synthesis [11,25]. 

 

3. Assembly of the DNA damage recognition complex 

The mechanism of DNA lesion recognition in the NER pathway is a matter of intense debate, 

raised by the fact than none of the individual core proteins displays a high enough specificity 

to function as a unique sensor of damaged substrates. In mammals, the NER reaction occurs 

by the individual recruitment of repair factors to sites of damage, rather than by the action of 

a preassembled “repairosome”. A full excision complex with approximately 20 polypeptide 
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subunits would achieve a mass of  >1 MDa, but studies monitoring diffusion rates in the 

nuclei of intact cells indicate that the NER proteins are present as separate factors and not as 

part of a large “repairosome” complex. Also, the rapid translocation of NER factors to foci of 

DNA damage is not compatible with the existence of large preassembled complexes and 

instead favors the individual recruitment of each subunit to lesion sites [26]. One advantage 

of this stepwise process is that multifunctional proteins may shuttle between repair, 

transcription, replication, recombination or other nuclear pathways [27]. In addition, the 

mathematical modeling of various scenarios suggests that an ordered and consecutive 

assembly of freely diffusing proteins is more efficient than alternative strategies such as the 

random aggregation of repair factors, or their preassembly into a “repairosome” complex 

[28]. 

 Initially, two opposing mechanisms have been proposed for the damage recognition step: 

“XPC first” or “XPA first” [18]. In the “XPC first” model, XPC represents the primary 

sensor that binds to lesion sites and initiates the NER pathway by recruiting TFIIH and other 

successive factors [29-31]. This scenario is supported by competition experiments aimed at 

determining the order in which NER proteins are recruited to the DNA substrate. For 

example, damaged plasmids preincubated with XPC-HR23B are more rapidly repaired in cell 

extracts than those previously incubated with XPA and RPA [30], indicating that the NER 

complex works more efficiently in vitro when XPC is allowed time to bind to DNA before 

addition of the remaining subunits. In apparent conflict with these reports, other researchers 

observed that preincubation of damaged DNA with XPA-RPA promotes excision more 

effectively than when the damaged substrate is first incubated with XPC-HR23B [32]. These 

conflicting models have been reconciled by the notion that XPC, XPA and RPA may act in a 

cooperative manner to locate the lesions and recruit the TFIIH complex [33]. A conceptual 

advantage of this concerted action is that three subunits in conjunction achieve an increased 
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affinity for damaged DNA by combining the modest selectivity of each component alone. 

This cooperative model of damage recognition provides a plausible explanation for the 

efficient in vitro excision of cyclobutane dimers, although no single subunit displays a 

significant affinity for this particular UV lesion [31,34]. 

 Site-directed crosslinking probes have been used to test whether any of the putative DNA 

damage recognition proteins may interact with injured bases. For that purpose, a reactive 

furan-side psoralen adduct was constructed to serve both as a substrate for in vitro excision 

assays and as a crosslinking reagent that immobilizes repair subunits located in close 

proximity to the lesion [35]. When the psoralen adduct was incubated with the whole 

reconstituted NER system, two subunits of RPA (RPA70 and RPA32) and a single TFIIH 

subunit (XPD) were crosslinked to the DNA substrate. Surprisingly, neither XPC nor XPA 

were immobilized to the psoralen moiety, indicating that these factors do not make intimate 

contacts with the defective nucleotide, even though they bind preferentially to damaged 

duplexes. In contrast, XPD appears to contribute directly to damage recognition [35]. 

 Another experimental strategy to study NER assembly exploits the nuclear trafficking of 

core subunits in living cells. Fibroblast monolayers were exposed to UV light through filters 

with small pores to obtain localized foci of DNA damage. The translocation of XPC and 

XPA from unirradiated nuclear regions to these damaged foci was monitored by 

immunological staining after formaldehyde fixation. Volker et al. [14] observed that XPC 

protein readily accumulates in the DNA repair foci of both wild-type and XP-A cells, but 

they did not detect any accumulation of XPA protein in the DNA damage foci of XP-C cells. 

These results have been taken as further evidence for XPC being the first factor that 

recognizes DNA lesions, whereas XPA is apparently not able to interact with damaged sites 

in the absence of the XPC subunit. 
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4. The accessory role of UV-DDB 

UV-damaged DNA-binding (UV-DDB) protein has been isolated by virtue of its ability to 

interact preferentially with UV-irradiated DNA fragments [36]. UV-DDB accelerates the 

excision of UV dimers in human cells [37], but contradictory results have been reported as to 

how this factor contributes to the NER reaction [18,38,39]. UV-DDB is a heterodimer of 

p127 (DDB1) and p48 (DDB2), with the small subunit being encoded by the XPE gene [40-

42]. 

 UV-DDB is considered to be an initial damage sensor because of its extraordinary 

preference for UV-irradiated substrates [43,44]. It binds with high affinity to (6-4) 

photoproducts and, unlike XPA or XPC, also interacts preferentially with DNA duplexes 

containing cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers [45]. The binding of UV-DDB to damaged 

substrates leads to bending of the DNA by an angle of 55° [46], prompting the hypothesis 

that UV-DDB may recognize photoproducts and distort the DNA around the lesion to 

mediate the subsequent recruitment of XPA or XPC. XP-E cells lacking UV-DDB activity 

are compromised in the repair of cyclobutane dimers but retain the ability to excise (6-4) 

photoproducts [47]. Similarly, rodent cells, which fail to express DDB2 protein because of 

promoter methylation, are inefficient in cyclobutane dimer repair [48]. Finally, DDB2 

accumulates at sites of UV-induced DNA lesions and the recruitment of XPC to DNA repair 

foci containing exclusively cyclobutane dimers has been reported to be dependent on UV-

DDB [39,49]. 

 In vitro binding studies revealed that UV-DDB exhibits not only a high selectivity for 

UV-irradiated DNA but also a moderate affinity for several other lesions [46,50,51]. 

Electrophoretic mobility shift assays demonstrated that UV-DDB binds most efficiently to 

DNA fragments containing a (6-4) photoproduct, an apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) site or a 2-

base pair mismatch [45]. This affinity is diminished by increasing the number of consecutive 
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base mismatches and essentially no binding occurs to single-stranded DNA [45], or to 

duplexes containing an 8-oxoguanine or O6-methylguanine residue [46]. A common feature 

of the high-affinity substrates carrying (6-4) photoproducts or AP sites is the presence of an 

empty space between the lesion and the opposite bases [52]. This coincidence suggests that 

UV-DDB may discriminate between normal and damaged deoxyribonucleotides by 

penetrating into the double helix in search for an unusually wide spacing between 

complementary strands. 

 An early “hit-and-run” hypothesis suggested that DDB1 possesses damage-specific DNA-

binding activity and that DDB2 leaves the complex after mediating the association of its 

larger partner with the DNA substrate [47]. Other studies indicated that UV-DDB activity is 

dependent on the presence of both subunits [45,53]. Yet different results have been obtained 

by Kulaksiz et al. [38], who tested the binding of each purified UV-DDB subunit to a 50-mer 

DNA duplex containing a centrally located (6-4) photoproduct. These authors came to the 

conclusion that the DNA-binding domain maps to the smaller DDB2 subunit. A separate 

study, performed in intact human fibroblasts, showed that the knockdown of DDB1 does not 

prevent DDB2 from accumulating at foci of UV damage, thus supporting the view that DDB2 

is sufficient for target site binding [54]. A previous report already demonstrated that, upon 

UV irradiation, DDB1 translocates into the nucleus [55], but this nuclear accumulation is 

prevented by DDB2 mutations in XP-E cells [56]. On the other hand, not only XP-E cells 

lacking DDB2 but also DDB1 knockdown cells are defective in photoproduct excision, 

indicating that both subunits are required for efficient repair [54]. 

 The consequences of a DDB1 defociency may be explained by its role as an adaptor that 

connects a ubiquitin ligase complex to protein targets [57]. In general, the ubiquitylation 

reaction is directed by a three-enzyme cascade involving the ubiquitin-activating enzyme E1, 

a ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (E2) and a ubiquitin protein ligase (E3). DDB1 forms a 
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molecular adaptor for the Cul4A-Roc1 ubiquitin ligase by mediating the recognition of 

WD40-repeat proteins, including DDB2 itself [58,59]. Known substrates of the DDB1-

Cul4A-Roc1 machinery include DDB2 [60,61], XPC [62] and histones [63,64]. Ubiquitylated 

DDB2 looses its damaged DNA-binding activity [62] and is rapidly degraded [65], which 

contradicts its presumed role in the recognition of cyclobutane dimers because the majority of 

these lesions are still not repaired when most DDB2 is destroyed. Instead, the concurrent 

ubiquitylation of XPC is reversible and does not lead to protein degradation. 

 To summarize, DDB2 is thought to be the first factor that recognizes UV damage while 

its interaction partner, DDB1, mediates the physical handover of the lesions to the next 

recognition subunit. However, this model fails to explain the efficient removal of cyclobutane 

dimers in a number of in vivo or in vitro systems lacking DDB2 [38,66]. It may be possible 

that the ubiquitylation initiated by UV-DDB plays another role that is independent of NER 

activity. One intriguing observation is that skin fibroblasts taken from XP-E patients, or 

embryonic fibroblasts derived from DDB2-/- knockout mice, are more resistant than wild-type 

controls to UV-induced cell killing [67,68]. Further analysis of DDB2-/- cells revealed that 

this factor is involved in a regulatory circuit that controls the level of p53 in response to DNA 

damage. These results lend support to an alternative hypothesis whereby the primary role of 

UV-DDB is to trigger an apoptotic signaling cascade in response to genotoxic stress. 

 

5. The special case of transcription-coupled repair 

NER operates through two subpathways that differ in the initial recognition of base damage. 

In “global genome repair” (GGR), XPC, XPA, TFIIH and RPA bind to damaged sites and 

induce DNA incision irrespective of whether the target sequence is silent or actively engaged 

in transcription. However, living organisms have evolved a more efficient “transcription-

coupled repair” (TCR) reaction that eliminates DNA lesions from the transcribed strand of 
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active genes [69]. Due to this specialized pathway, DNA excision repair is highly non-

uniform in the chromosomal context. For example, cyclobutane dimers are removed more 

rapidly from transcribed genes than from transcriptionally silent regions [70,71], and DNA 

lesions are repaired in the template strand of RNA polymerase II-transcribed genes more 

rapidly than in the non-transcribed coding strand [72]. GGR and TCR play different 

biological roles: GGR protects from damage-induced mutations that ultimately lead to 

cancer, while TCR ensures that the genes are efficiently and correctly transcribed, thus 

protecting from premature aging [73].  

 The progression of RNA polymerase II along transcribed strands is obstructed by DNA 

modifications [see for example Ref. 74], indicating that, in TCR, the exquisite sensitivity of 

RNA polymerases to DNA lesions provides a facilitated mechanism of damage recognition. 

After immobilization at damaged sites, the stalled RNA polymerase II serves as a “bait” for 

the recruitment of XPA, TFIIH, RPA, as well as the endonucleases XPG and XPF [75], 

whereas UV-DDB and XPC are no longer necessary [76]. DNA repair only occurs if the 

RNA polymerase complex, which occludes the site of damage, is temporarily relieved. This 

poorly understood process involves the Cockayne syndrome (CS) complementation group A 

and B proteins [77]. The characteristic hallmark underlying the hereditary condition known 

as CS syndrome is a defect in the recovery of mRNA synthesis after UV irradiation [78] and 

this TCR deficit causes a clinical phenotype of postnatal growth failure, progressive 

neurodegeneration and symptoms reminiscent of segmental accelerated aging [79]. CSA is 

another WD40-repeat protein that acts as a cofactor for Cul4A-containing E3 ubiquitin 

ligases [59]. CSB, on the other hand, is a member of the SWI2/SNF2 family of DNA-

dependent ATPases with chromatin remodeling activity [80,81]. 

 Several hypotheses have been raised regarding the TCR mechanism. For example, the 

arrested RNA polymerase II is phosphorylated and subsequently polyubiquitylated by a 
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reaction that involves the CSA and CSB proteins [82,83] and two interpretations of the role 

of ubiquitylation have been proposed. One indicates that ubiquitin marks the RNA 

polymerase II molecule for degradation, leaving the damaged strand accessible for repair 

[84]. The other hypothesis suggests that a blocked RNA polymerase II molecule does not 

need to be degraded and that ubiquitylation is a signal for activation of DNA repair or other 

cellular responses [85]. More recent findings indicate that CSB, TFIIH and XPG cooperate to 

remodel the RNA polymerase II complex in an ATP-dependent manner. The resulting 

conformational shift would allow access to the lesion without removal or disruption of the 

transcription machinery [86]. 

 

6. Bipartite substrate discrimination in the GGR pathway 

How does the GGR system, without any help from the transcriptional machinery, detect DNA 

damage in a versatile manner and, at the same time, avoid futile repair cycles among the 3 

billion base pairs of the human genome? A major decision point during the sequential 

assembly of NER complexes is related to the question of how the system “knows” whether 

cleavage should occur, which is appropriate only if a lesion is actually present. This 

fundamental problem of versatile DNA damage recognition is solved by a bipartite 

discrimination strategy that employs several distinct subunits to detect different characteristic 

features of damaged DNA. 

 Hanawalt and Haynes [87] were the first to propose that the need for excision repair is 

determined by comparing the conformation of damaged DNA to that of the normal Watson-

Crick double helix. Elaborating on this concept, Gunz et al. [88] showed that the efficiency of 

bulky lesion recognition by the human GGR complex correlates with the degree of helical 

destabilization arising from the loss of base pairing properties at DNA adducts. It was, 

therefore, expected that the GGR factors responsible for the initial damage recognition step 
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would show an affinity for helical distortions caused by DNA lesions. Simple base 

mismatches or nucleotide bulges are, however, not processed by the GGR machinery, 

indicating that the local thermodynamic destabilization of duplex DNA is not sufficient to 

qualify as a NER substrate  [89,90]. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Substrates designed to demonstrate the concept of bipartite substrate discrimination 

in the human NER pathway. An artificial “non-distorting” adduct is recognized by the NER 

system only in combination with a concomitant distortion induced by 1-3 base mismatches or 

a short DNA loop. However, undamaged homoduplexes or heteroduplexes containing 
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mismatches or loops do not constitute a substrate for the NER process. The sites of incision 

are indicated by the arrows. 

 

 Understanding the strategy used by the NER system to discriminate damaged sites 

required the construction of highly defined substrates amenable to molecular manipulations. 

In fact, the notion of bipartite substrate discrimination originated from in vitro excision 

assays demonstrating that the human GGR complex remains inactive on DNA duplexes 

containing a “non-distorting” DNA adduct that preserves normal hydrogen bonds between 

complementary bases [91]. As indicated in Fig. 2, however, such a “non-distorting” DNA 

adduct in conjunction with local disruption of canonical base pair interactions, caused by 

mismatches or a DNA bulge, induces strong NER reactions. Thus, these experiments 

revealed that the molecular hallmark leading to GGR activity consists of two distinct 

elements, i.e., disruption of Watson-Crick base pairing and altered chemistry of the damaged 

deoxyribonucleotide residue [91,92]. Neither defective base pairing alone, in the absence of 

bulky adducts, nor defective chemistry in the absence of helical distortions, is able to elicit an 

excision response, but the combination of these two substrate alterations results in the 

assembly of productive excision complexes. The term of “bipartite recognition” has been 

introduced to indicate that the GGR factors use at least two principal levels of discrimination 

to recognize damaged substrates. 

 Further support for a bipartite mechanism of substrate discrimination was sought by 

studying the excision of DNA adducts caused by bay-region benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P) and the 

related fjord-region benzo[c]phenanthrene (B[c]Ph) diol epoxides [93]. A fjord-region (+)-

trans-anti-B[c]Ph-N6-dA adduct, which retains normal Watson-Crick base pairing, is not 

excised during incubation in human cell extracts when situated in a fully complementary 

duplex. However, the same (+)-trans-anti-B[c]Ph-N6-dA adduct in combination with three 
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mismatched bases stimulates DNA excision in human cell extracts (Fig. 3). Such a compound 

substrate, containing a fjord adduct and base mismatches, is excised with kinetics similar to 

the helix-destabilizing (+)-trans-anti-B[a]P-N6-dA bay adduct [94]. The markedly more 

efficient repair of cis-anti-B[a]P-N2-dG adducts, as compared to excision of the 

stereoisomeric trans-anti-B[a]P-N2-dG adducts, is also in accord with the hypothesis of 

bipartite recognition, since the Watson-Crick geometry between base pairs is disrupted in the 

cis conformation but not in the trans conformation [95,96]. 
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Figure 3. Demonstration of bipartite recognition scheme in the presence of DNA lesion 

induced by a known carcinogen. The non-distorting benzo[c]phenanthrene adduct is 

recognized only in combination with base mismatches. However, a bulge generated by base 

mismatches, in the absence of DNA adducts, is not a NER substrate. 

 

7. Common conformational features of NER substrates 

As mentioned before, the NER system is able to process diverse UV lesions, including the 

more abundant cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and the less frequent (6-4) photoproducts, as 

well as wide range of bulky carcinogen-DNA adducts, oxidative lesions, crosslinked purines, 

protein-DNA crosslinks and other modifications that share no overt structural similarity  

[88,97]. To reach this striking substrate versatility, the NER proteins are thought to recognize 

a conformational distortion of the double helix induced by UV photoproducts and other types 

of DNA damage [98]. An increased flexibility of damaged DNA duplexes, relative to the 

undamaged double helix, may provide such a generic property of different NER substrates. In 

fact, base stacking is the predominant energetic force leading to the intrinsic rigidity of DNA 

[99] but the loss of base stacking, resulting in a flexible hinge, is a common consequence of 

bulky lesion formation [100,101]. 

 Even the native double-stranded DNA is not a static molecule and the DNA strands are 

constantly in motion due to thermal oscillations, such that the distance between 

complementary strands exhibits fast and small variations [102-104]. In the absence of DNA 

damage, the picosecond-to-nanosecond timescale of these small strand vibrations is probably 

too short to be recognized by DNA repair factors. However, molecular dynamics simulations 

predict that the introduction of a single lesion, for example a cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer, 

provokes longer-lived and larger openings of the double helix relative to undamaged DNA 

[105]. In the case of pyrimidine dimers, the covalently bonded residues move together in 
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phase, forcing the undamaged bases in the opposite strand to synchronize and give rise to 

more prominent oscillations compared to native sites. These large fluctuations between 

complementary strands appear 25 times more frequently at a cyclobutane dimer position than 

in undamaged DNA sequences. Also, the amplitude of these oscillations is drastically 

increased because the strength of interactions between the two complementary strands is 

weakened. Interestingly, these dynamic changes triggered by base damage generate mainly 

oscillations of the intact complementary sequence across bulky lesions, as the strand 

containing base adducts is less flexible than native DNA [105]. Thus, the simulation of 

macromolecular dynamics lends support to the hypothesis that damage-induced DNA 

fluctuations may provide a truly universal signal for the recruitment of repair factors.  

 

8. XPC protein is a sensor of abnormal strand oscillations 

It has been suggested that XPC protein, one of the key initiators of the GGR pathway, is 

sensitive to damage-induced deformations of the double helix [31,34], but the molecular 

basis of this recognition function remained unknown for a long time. The XPC subunit (125 

kDa) is found in complexes with HR23B, a 58-kDa homolog of the yeast NER protein 

RAD23 [106], and centrin-2 (CTN2), a 18-kDa calcium-binding protein [16]. XPC protein 

possesses DNA-binding activity, whereas the HR23B and CTN2 partners exert accessory 

functions in stabilizing the complex and stimulating its action in DNA repair [34,107]. XPC 

protein alone or in conjunction with HR23B binds preferentially to damaged DNA substrates 

containing, for example, (6-4) photoproducts, acetylaminofluorene adducts or cisplatin 

crosslinks [31,34,108,109]. Scanning force microscopy studies showed that the binding of 

XPC protein to damaged double-stranded DNA induces a kink in the nucleic acid backbone 

[110]. The structural determinants for the recruitment XPC protein have been probed with 

artificial substrates, thus revealing a general affinity for sites that deviate from the canonical 
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Watson-Crick geometry, including single-stranded loops, mismatched bubbles or single-

stranded overhangs [34,90,111]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Domain structure of human XPC protein. Yellow, homology with the family of 

peptide-N-glycanases; green, homology with OB-fold motifs. A minimal DNA-binding 

fragment has been reported in Ref. 113. Domains for the interaction with HR23B have been 

identified in Refs. 112 –114. The interactions with CTN2 and TFIIH are described in Refs. 

16 and 113. 

 

 There is ambiguity over the precise amino acid region of XPC protein involved in the 

complex formation with HR23B. A two-hybrid study reported by Li et al. [112] mapped the 

HR23B-interacting region of XPC to residues 776 through 801 (Fig. 4). In contrast, Uchida et 

al. [113] performed a bidirectional truncation study to map the minimal HR23B-interacting 

region of XPC between amino acids 496 and 734. A more recent report using a series of XPC 

fragments expressed in bacteria proposed that there is an additional HR23B-binding site in 

the N-terminal region of XPC protein [114]. This N-terminal domain is also responsible for 

an interaction with XPA [114], which may mediate the transition from an initial recognition 
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intermediate (involving XPC and TFIIH) to the formation of an ultimate incision complex 

that includes the two endonucleases [115]. In fact, XPC protein behaves like a “molecular 

matchmaker” as it initiates the assembly of a repair complex but leaves the DNA substrate 

before completion of the incision reaction [15,116]. The carboxy-terminal tail of XPC protein 

mediates the association with CTN2 (residues 847-863) and with TFIIH (residues 816-940) 

[16,113]. 

 Analysis of the XPC sequence revealed an intriguing similarity to the transglutaminase 

fold of peptide-N-glycanases, which remove glycan modifications from glycoproteins during 

their degradation. However, the amino acid sequence of XPC protein lacks the predicted 

catalytic triad (Cys-His-Asp) characteristic of this family of enzymes, suggesting that this 

DNA repair subunit emerged during eukaryotic evolution through duplication of an ancient 

peptide-N-glycanase, followed by the loss of enzymatic activity [117]. The regions of 

homology with peptide-N-glycanases include residues 288-348 and 519-634 of the human 

XPC protein and these domains (Fig. 4) are thought to be involved in protein-protein 

interactions. On the other hand, we recently discovered a sequence homology between RPA-

B, one of the single-stranded DNA-binding domains of human RPA, and an XPC region 

extending from residue 621 to 730 [118]. The observed homology (27% amino acid identity 

and 73% similarity) includes most of the conserved elements of secondary structure 

characteristic of the oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide-binding fold (OB-fold) responsible for 

the tight interaction of RPA with single-stranded DNA. A sequence similarity of 64% and 

66%, respectively, has also been observed between XPC residues 621-730 and two distinct 

OB-folds of BRCA2. 

 The single-stranded DNA-binding activity of each OB-fold in RPA or BRCA2 correlates 

with the presence of two structurally conserved aromatic side chains that mediate stacking 

interactions with closely spaced DNA bases [119]. The search for functionally analogous 
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aromatics in human XPC protein revealed that Trp690 and Phe733 are critically required for 

DNA binding and GGR activity [118]. Consistent with the presence of a putative OB-fold 

motif, XPC protein displays a preference for single-stranded oligonucleotides, implying that 

it recognizes the local single-stranded character of DNA containing bulky lesions. 

Surprisingly, XPC exhibits an unfavorable binding to damaged oligonucleotides compared to 

the more efficient interaction with undamaged single-stranded counterparts [109,118]. This 

finding is consistent with an indirect mode of bulky lesion recognition that exploits the local 

loss of normal duplex properties, resulting in the appearance of a single-stranded character in 

the undamaged complementary sequence opposite to the damage. 

 To summarize, the striking affinity of XPC protein for single-stranded oligonucleotides, 

in combination with its aversion to interact with damaged single strands, indicates that one of 

the early recognition steps in the GGR pathway is guided by an association with the native 

strand of damaged duplexes. This mechanism of action fits with the appearance of large and 

long-lived oscillation in the native DNA strand across lesion sites, thus predicting that XPC 

protein operates at sites of bulky lesions by capturing the local and transient formation of a 

single-stranded conformation in the undamaged complementary sequence (Fig. 5). One 

advantage of this inverted model of substrate discrimination is that the early recognition step 

is independent of the variable chemistry of lesion sites and, hence, contributes to the ability 

of the GGR machinery to detect a very wide array of DNA adducts. The affinity of XPC 

protein for abnormally oscillating DNA sequences may also be used to facilitate other 

excision repair processes, as XPC has been shown to interact with 3-methyladenine DNA 

glycosylase [120], thymine DNA glycosylase [121] and 8-oxoguanine DNA glycosylase [10]. 

Accordingly, the XPC-HR23B-CTN2 complex may constitute a platform not only for the 

loading of GGR factors onto damaged DNA, but also for the recruitment of a battery of 

enzymes involved in base excision pathways. 
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Fig. 5 Scheme illustrating how human XPC protein may deploy aromatic side chains (shown 

in red color) to capture DNA oscillations in the undamaged strand opposite to bulky lesions. 

According to this model, the unpaired residues opposite to the lesion are sandwiched between 

aromatic side chains of XPC protein. 

 

 

9. XPA protein is a sensor of helix bendability 

When migrating in denaturing gels, XPA protein forms several bands with an apparent mass 

of 40-45 kDa. The discrepancy with the calculated molecular mass (31 kDa) has been 

ascribed to the presence of disordered regions in the polypeptide fold. Also, the presence of  

multiple electrophoretic bands is thought to reflect distinct polypeptide conformations and 
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this molecular flexibility of XPA has been related to its function in accommodating a 

disparate variety of lesions [122,123]. In fact, internal motions may alter the nucleic acid 

interaction surface to fit different kinds of damaged DNA substrates [124]. The retention time 

of recombinant human XPA protein in gel filtration experiments suggests the formation of 

homodimers in solution [125], but in vivo studies indicate that the majority of XPA molecules 

diffuse rapidly in monomeric form within the nuclear compartment [126]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 Domain structure of human XPA protein. Blue, zinc finger domain. The minimal 

DNA-binding fragment is described in Refs. 141-143. Domains for the interaction with the 

34- and 70-kDa subunits of RPA, with ERCC1 and TFIIH have been identified in Refs. 127-

131. 

 

 XPA associates with several other NER subunits and specific interaction domains have 

been identified by deletions studies (Fig. 6). The N-terminal portion (residues 1-58) and a 

central region (residues 153-176) contain sequences for binding to RPA. An association of 

XPA with the large 70-kDa subunit of RPA (RPA70) is essential for the NER function [127]. 

The C-terminal region (residues 226-273) binds to TFIIH [128]. XPA also forms complexes 
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with the ERCC1-XPF heterodimer, and amino acid sequences involved in the interaction with 

this endonuclease are the polyglutamic acid cluster (residues 78-84) as well as a nearby 

tetrapeptide consisting of residues 72-75 [129-131].  

 The DNA-binding activity of XPA is characterized by some selectivity for UV- or 

chemical carcinogen-damaged duplexes [132]. Compared to UV-DDB and XPC, however, 

the affinity of XPA for damaged duplexes is orders of magnitude lower. For example, Jones 

and Wood [133] estimated the binding constant of XPA for (6-4) photoproducts in double-

stranded DNA to be ~3.106 M, whereas the reaction constant for binding of UV-DDB to the 

same substrate is > 5’000-fold greater. Attempts to produce footprints of XPA protein on 

damaged DNA by nuclease protection or other techniques have failed. Nevertheless, a DNA 

damage “verification” function has been proposed for XPA because its affinity for nucleic 

acid substrates is increased in conjunction with RPA [127,134-136] or ERCC1 [137]. These 

larger complexes bind to damaged DNA more avidly than each protein alone, indicating that 

the different subunits may cooperate to promote substrate recognition. XPA also interacts 

with XPC protein, but it is not yet clear whether this association stabilizes the recognition 

complex [33] or results in the displacement of XPC from damaged DNA [115]. 

 XPA protein also displays an affinity for distorted DNA structures carrying mismatches, 

loops or bubbles, even if no actual DNA lesion is introduced into the substrate [135]. It has a 

particularly strong preference for distorted DNA molecules, such as three- or four-way DNA 

junctions, which share the architectural feature of presenting two double strands emerging 

from a central bend [135,138]. In view of these findings, we propose that XPA serves to 

recognize a DNA kink resulting from the inherently increased DNA flexibility at lesion sites 

(Fig. 7). Because sharp DNA bends are often introduced when multi-protein machines 

assemble on DNA [139], a local kink is likely to be further stabilized in the context of NER 
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complexes [139]. The notion that a site-specific kink may be formed during bulky lesion 

recognition is further supported by the paradigm of NER in prokaryotic organisms [140]. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7. Recognition of DNA kinks by XPA protein. Four-way junctions have been used as 

model substrates to mimic sharply bent helical backbones. 

 

 A nucleic acid interaction domain has been identified by nuclear magnetic resonance 

(NMR) spectroscopy [141,142]. This solution structure analysis revealed that the central 

region of 122 amino acids (residues 98-219) is composed of an acidic subdomain (residues 

105-129) containing a zinc finger, and a C-terminal subdomain (residues 138-209) that forms 

a positively charged cleft on the protein surface. Subsequent chemical shift perturbation 

experiments conducted in the presence of either DNA or a short RPA peptide sequence led to 

the unexpected finding that the zinc finger domain is not involved in DNA binding but, 

instead, is required for the interaction with RPA. Conversely, the cationic cleft has the 

appropriate curvature and size to accommodate DNA [141,143], thus prompting a mutational 

screen to determine the functional role of each basic residues in this presumed DNA-binding 

site. The characterization of mutants by electrophoretic mobility shift, photocrosslinking and 
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host-cell reactivation assays demonstrated that positively charged side chains on the XPA 

surface are indeed required for the efficient interaction with target DNA. In particular, two 

neighboring basic residues (Lys179 and Lys141), on the N-terminal side of the DNA-binding 

cleft, form a dual hotspot for recognition of the nucleic acid substrate [144].  

 Critical lysines have been converted to negative moieties by mutating these amino acids 

to glutamic acid. Interestingly, the Lys179Glu/Lys141Glu tandem substitution conferred a 

stronger DNA repair defect than any other combination of double mutants throughout the 

DNA-binding surface [138]. Like the respective single mutants, this Lys179Glu/Lys141Glu 

double mutant fails to interact with linear DNA fragments but is still able to bind to 3- or 4-

way DNA junction molecules used as a surrogate for kinked substrates. Surprisingly, the 

Lys179Glu/Lys141Glu tandem mutant binds to four-way DNA junctions with exactly the 

same affinity as wild-type XPA, although it generates nucleoprotein products that migrate 

faster in native gels than the control complexes generated by wild-type protein. 

Photocrosslinking experiments revealed that the subtle molecular defect underlying the 

formation of such abnormal complexes resides in the inability of the Lys179Glu/Lys141Glu 

double mutant to undergo close contacts with the kinked junction region of the tested DNA 

structures. Also, unlike wild-type XPA, the aberrant nucleoprotein complexes formed by the 

tandem mutant are unable to recruit the XPF-ERCC1 endonuclease [138]. In combination, 

these results lend support to the hypothesis that the assembly of a productive incision 

intermediate, which includes XPF-ERCC1, is dependent on the proper association of XPA 

protein with the bending angle induced by site-specific kinks in the DNA substrate. 

 To conclude, the requirement for positively charged side chains in the DNA-binding 

surface, and the preference for kinked DNA, indicates that XPA may represent a molecular 

sensor of abnormal electrostatic potentials in the nucleic acid substrate. The case of UV 

endonuclease V, for which detailed crystallographic data is available, illustrates that a cluster 
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of basic amino acids may participate in damage recognition through electrostatic interactions 

with the unique backbone deformation induced by a DNA kink [145]. This sensor mechanism 

detects the higher density of negative charges arising from the closer spacing of phosphate 

moieties at narrow DNA bends.  

 

10. TFIIH is a sensor of defective deoxyribonucleotide chemistry 

The TFIIH complex shuttles between sites of transcription by RNA polymerase I or II, and 

sites of excision repair [27]. TFIIH can be resolved in two main components: the core 

complex consisting of 6 polypeptides (XPB, TTDA, p62, p52, p44, p34), which assemble in a 

ring-like structure with a central hole [146,147] and a protruding CAK (Cdk-activating 

kinases) complex containing cdk7, cyclin H and MAT1 [148]. This CAK component is not 

required for the NER function. XPD protein, which appears to play a crucial role in damage 

recognition, is found in both subcomplexes. In transcription, DNA unwinding by TFIIH 

allows the nascent RNA molecules to escape from the promoter region and progress towards 

the elongation phase [149]. In the GGR process, TFIIH is presumably recruited to GGR sites 

by XPC protein through interactions with the XPB and p62 subunits [150]. TFIIH then 

separates the two strands around the lesion, until an approximately 30-nucleotide “bubble” is 

formed. This unwinding activity generates an open intermediate characterized by double-

stranded to single-stranded transitions on either side of the lesion, thus providing the 

substrates for double DNA incision by structure-specific endonucleases [17,20]. 

 Central to the local unwinding process are the two DNA helicases, XPD and XPB. The 

XPD subunit functions primarily in DNA repair because its helicase activity, which has 5’ to 

3’ polarity, is required for NER but is dispensable for transcription [151]. It is thought that 

XPD has a more structural role in transcription by acting as a bridge between the core TFIIH 

ring and the CAK protrusion [146]. XPB unwinds double-stranded DNA with opposite 3’ to 
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5’ polarity and this activity is required for both transcription and the NER process [152]. By 

analogy with the prokaryotic recombination complex RecBCD [153], a bipolar pair of DNA 

helicases may serve to unwind the double helix by a joint mechanism whereby the two 

enzymes translocate with opposite polarity, but in the same direction, on each strand of the 

antiparallel DNA duplex (Fig. 8A). When tested in bidirectional DNA unwinding assays 

using undamaged substrates, the whole TFIIH complex containing both XPD and XPB only 

displays 5’ to 3’ polarity and a side-by-side comparison between purified recombinant 

proteins showed that XPD has a much higher specific activity than XPB [154]. These results 

converge on the hypothesis that the XPD subunit provides the main molecular engine that 

drives translocation of the entire TFIIH complex along DNA (Fig. 8A). 
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Fig. 8 Model depicting how two DNA helicases with opposite polarity may cooperate to 

unwind double-stranded DNA and locate defective deoxyribonucleotide residues. 

(A) Action of DNA helicases on undamaged duplex substrates. 

(B) Response to damaged substrate containing an obstructing DNA adduct. Inhibition of 

XPD helicase generates an open intermediate with double-straned to single-stranded 

junctions flanking the lesion. 

 

 Since the bases are buried inside the double helix, the two DNA strands have to be 

separated for the efficient localization of base lesions. The initial interaction of XPC protein 

with the undamaged strand may facilitate the subsequent loading of XPD onto the damaged 

strand, such that this DNA helicase constitutes the first subunit that comes in direct contact 

with the offending residue. Such a role of XPD in the detection of DNA damage is suggested 

by an analogy with the bacterial DNA helicase UvrB, a recognition subunit of the prokaryotic 

NER pathway. Whereas XPD and UvrB do not share an overall sequence identity, both 

proteins display conserved helicase motifs that provide a common scaffold for structural 

comparisons [155]. Thus, a model for the human XPD protein has been established based on 

its similarities to the bacterial UvrB subunit, for which high-resolution crystal structures are 

available [156-158]. This model suggests that XPD, like UvrB, deploys a β-hairpin domain 

that, once inserted between the strands of the duplex, is able to sense the presence of DNA 

lesions [155,159]. 

 Using a yeast ortholog of XPD, the Rad3 helicase of Saccharomyces cerevisiae, we have 

previously demonstrated that this molecular engine is arrested by DNA lesions located on the 

strand along which the enzyme is translocating. Like XPD, purified Rad3 protein requires 

single-stranded regions to initiate unwinding and this loading strand must be free of damage 

to promote full ATPase and DNA helicase activity. If, however, the loading strand contains 
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DNA lesions, both enzymatic activities cease when Rad3 protein encounters the chemically 

altered residue. Furthermore, the presence of base damage induces the formation of stable 

Rad3 protein-DNA complexes, indicating that Rad3 protein becomes sequestered on DNA at 

lesion sites [160,161]. In contrast, lesions in the opposite complementary strand have no 

effect on this tracking mechanism [160]. 

 As described before, the hypothesis that XPD and the yeast homolog Rad3 may 

participate directly in the detection of DNA damage is supported by a site-directed 

crosslinking study revealing that XPD is located in close proximity to bulky lesions within 

the ultimate excision complex [35]. It seems intuitive to propose that inhibition of the 5’ to 3’ 

helicase activity serves to localize damaged deoxyribonucleotides during the NER process. 

Fig. 8B illustrates how the strand-specific block of one of the two DNA helicases (XPD) may 

produce a stable recognition complex in which the DNA becomes denatured and contorted 

around the lesion site. This enzymatic scanning function provides a mechanism to confirm 

the presence of bulky lesions before recruiting the incision endonucleases. 

 

11. Role of XPA-RPA interactions in the open recognition complex 

XPA is not necessary for the damage-specific recruitment of RPA [126], indicating that the 

majority of XPA and RPA molecules are not interacting in the absence of DNA damage and 

that a co-localization of these two subunits only occurs at their site of action in the ultimate 

excision complex. The independent recruitment of XPA and RPA to lesion sites raises the 

question of why, as reported by Li et al. [127], the interaction between these two partners is 

essential for the NER reaction. RPA represents the most abundant single-stranded DNA-

binding factor in human cells. Each RPA monomer occupies approximately 30 nucleotides 

[162], which corresponds roughly to the length of the gapped DNA intermediate generated 

during the NER process. This coincidence between the size of excision products and the 
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occupancy length on single-stranded DNA implies that RPA might protect the undamaged 

intact strand from inadvertent nuclease attack [163,164]. In fact, RPA interacts preferentially 

with the undamaged strand and this bias is further increased by the addition of its interaction 

partner XPA [165,166]. 

 We have previously proposed that XPA-RPA interactions are required to further verify 

the need for endonucleolytic processing of the DNA substrate [135]. According to this model, 

XPA and RPA would adopt distinct roles to “double-check” the NER pathway: a lesion 

verification function is attributable to XPA, whereas RPA is recruited to ensure that the two 

DNA strands are separated from each other and to protect the undamaged template. Once 

RPA is bound to single-stranded DNA opposite the lesion, it provides a docking platform 

together with XPA to position the structure-specific endonucleases XPF-ERCC1 (which 

makes the 5’ incision) and XPG (which makes the 3’ incision) in a proper orientation [22-

24]. Thus, both endonuclease subunits are dependent on XPA-RPA interactions for their 

correct three-dimensional localization to the respective sites of action in the vicinity of DNA 

adducts. 

 

12. Conclusion: bipartite DNA damage recognition in the GGR pathway 

Lin and Sancar [167] predicted several years ago that damage recognition in NER processes 

is achieved by a selectivity cascade, in which different steps of low selectivity in succession 

lead to a specificity that is comparable to that of transcription factors or other sequence-

specific DNA-binding proteins. Based on the evidence that has been reviewed here, we 

elaborate on this hypothesis to propose a bipartite substrate discrimination mechanism, in 

which UV-DDB, XPC and XPA constitute the sensors of abnormal DNA conformations, 

whereas TFIIH functions as a tracking enzyme that locates the chemically damaged residues.  
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 A salient feature of this bipartite model of substrate discrimination is that the early 

sensors of DNA damage avoid direct contacts with bulky lesions and, instead, recognize 

deformations of the double helix. Numerous studies have shown that the efficiency of bulky 

lesion excision depends on the extent of base pair destabilization in the immediate vicinity to 

the damaged nucleotide [34, 88, 90, 91, 93]. Dynamic simulations reveal that a characteristic 

property of damaged DNA is the presence of abnormal oscillations between the 

complementary strands of the double helix [105]. An increased bendability has been 

identified as another common property of damaged substrates containing bulky lesions [100]. 

Thus, DNA damage recognition begins when UV-DDB, XPC and XPA probe the 

thermodynamic stability of the double helix and detect abnormal dynamic fluctuations. 

XPC protein attracts TFIIH and loads the ring-like helicase domain of TFIIH onto the 

damaged strand. Driven by the 5’ to 3’ helicase activity of XPD protein, TFIIH moves up to a 

distance of about 15 nucleotides along the damaged strand in search of the lesion [92]. The 

activity of TFIIH promotes partial unwinding by 20-25 base pairs, thereby separating the 

duplex. This tracking activity serves to probe the chemical composition of the target strand 

and to determine the precise location of the adducted nucleotides. Damage recognition is 

completed when XPD encounters the adduct and becomes sequestered on the damaged 

strand. The TFIIH complex intervenes in the reaction in a way that erroneous intermediates 

can be aborted before generating spurious incisions. If, however, the assembly occurs 

accidentally at an undamaged site, ATP hydrolysis by TFIIH leads to dissociation of the 

repair intermediate. An similar proofreading activity has been demonstrated for the mismatch 

repair factor MutS. In the presence of homoduplex DNA, MutS hydrolyzes ATP and 

dissociates from the nucleic acid substrate. In the presence of a base mismatch, ATP 

hydrolysis is inhibited, which allows the stable MutS-DNA complex to form [168]. By 

analogy, the unhindered burst of ATP hydrolysis by XPD may lead to dissociation of the 
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initial recognition complex from undamaged DNA. However, progression of TFIIH is 

blocked by bulky lesions, thereby marking the location of the genetic insult. To conclude, this 

bipartite mechanism for lesion recognition not only results in the ability to detect a wide 

range of different DNA lesions but, at the same time, also protects undamaged DNA, 

including the complementary template strand across lesion sites, from inadvertent incisions. 
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Nucleotide excision repair is a constitutive stress response that eliminates DNA lesions 

induced by multiple genotoxic agents. Unlike the immune system, which generates billions of 

immunoglobulins and T-cell receptors for antigen recognition, the nucleotide excision repair 

complex uses only a few generic factors to detect an astounding diversity of DNA 

modifications. New data favor an unexpected strategy whereby damage recognition is 

initiated by the detection of abnormal oscillations in the undamaged strand opposite to DNA 

lesions. Another core subunit recognizes the increased susceptibility of DNA to be kinked at 

injured sites. Thus, we suggest that early nucleotide excision repair factors gain substrate 

versatility by avoiding direct contacts with modified residues and exploiting, instead, the 

altered dynamics of damaged DNA duplexes. 
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Introduction: versatile DNA damage recognition 

The genome is under permanent attack from ultraviolet (UV) radiation, environmental 

mutagens and endogenous metabolic byproducts that pose a continuous risk to DNA 

integrity. Given that genome stability represents a fundamental biological challenge, it is not 

surprising to find intricate networks of repair mechanisms that are able to cope with these 

manifold genetic insults. In particular, living organisms of all biological kingdoms are 

equipped with a multi-protein system that eliminates crosslinks between adjacent bases, 

primarily cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers and (6-4) photoproducts, induced by exposure to 

the UV component of sunlight [1]. This repair pathway, generally known as nucleotide 

excision repair (NER) is, in fact, the only cellular mechanism available for the error-free 

removal of such DNA photoproducts in humans. In addition to intrastrand crosslinks, the 

same NER pathway also eliminates a wide diversity of base adducts caused by electrophilic 

chemicals and oxygen radicals [2,3], as well as protein-DNA crosslinks [4], methylated bases 

and abasic sites [5]. These different lesions share no common chemical motif that may 

support a classic “lock and key” recognition scheme, raising the question of how NER 

systems achieve their characteristic substrate versatility. 

 The “cut and patch” NER pathway can be broken down into the following steps: (i) 

recognition of DNA distortions by XPC protein, (ii) verification of DNA lesions by TFIIH, 

XPA and RPA, (iii) dual DNA incision and (iv) DNA repair synthesis (Box 1). It has been 

demonstrated that four subunits (XPC, TFIIH, XPA and RPA) are necessary and sufficient to 

form a preincision complex that detects target sites for mammalian NER activity [6,7]. The 

mechanism by which the few subunits of this versatile recognition intermediate discriminate 

between damaged substrates and normal double-stranded DNA is a very actively investigated 

area. There is also ongoing discussion regarding the role of an auxiliary factor (UV-DDB) in 

facilitating the excision of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers, which represent the most 
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abundant type of UV lesion [7,8]. Recent developments in the characterization of XPC 

protein indicate that this early recognition subunit of the NER pathway operates in an indirect 

manner by acting as a molecular sensor of the increased dynamics of damaged DNA 

compared to the more rigid native double helix. In view of these new findings, we propose a 

counterintuitive hypothesis by which the rapid recruitment of NER factors to DNA damage in 

mammalian chromosomes is triggered by abnormal strand oscillations or other  

conformational fluctuations of the undamaged complementary sequence across lesion sites. 

 

Preassembly, stepwise recruitment or random aggregation? 

The order of arrival of NER factors has been a matter of intense debate [7,9-11], in part 

raised by the fact that none of the core proteins seems to display a high enough selectivity to 

function as a unique sensor of damaged substrates. A full incision complex comprising 20 

polypeptides achieves a mass of  >1 MDa, but the measurement of nuclear diffusion rates 

indicates that NER factors are present as separate subunits and not as part of a large repair 

“machine”. Also, the fast translocation of these factors to hotspots of DNA damage is more 

consistent with a sequential recruitment of individual subunits [12]. This stepwise assembly 

has the advantage that multifunctional components such as TFIIH, RPA or XPF-ERCC1 can 

shuttle between transcription, replication, recombination or other parallel pathways. In 

addition, the sequential recruitment of freely diffusing proteins may be more rapid and 

efficient than other strategies such as random aggregation or the preassembly of large 

“repairosome” complexes [12]. 

 The “XPC first” model is the most widely accepted scenario for the initiation of NER 

activity (Box 1). This model was instigated by reconstitution experiments aimed at 

determining the order in which NER proteins are recruited to lesion sites. In one study, 

damaged plasmids pre-incubated with XPC were repaired more rapidly in cell extracts than 
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those pre-incubated with XPA and RPA [13]. Further support for the “XPC first” model came 

from the energy dependence of specific NER intermediates [10,11]. ATP is not necessary for 

the simple association of XPC and TFIIH with damaged DNA fragments, but ATP hydrolysis 

is absolutely required for the recruitment of XPA and RPA. These observations indicate that 

the damage-specific binding of XPC is an early ATP-independent step and that DNA 

unwinding promoted by TFIIH, an energy-dependent process, is needed for the subsequent 

incorporation of the remaining subunits into the growing NER complex. 

 The order of assembly has also been examined by monitoring the nuclear trafficking of 

core NER subunits. For that purpose, cultured human cells were exposed to UV light through 

filters with small pores to induce localized foci of DNA damage. The mobility of XPC and 

XPA from unirradiated regions of the nuclei to these damaged foci was monitored by staining 

each factor with fluorescently tagged antibodies [9]. This approach established that XPC 

accumulates in DNA repair foci even in the absence of XPA. Instead, XPA, TFIIH, XPG (the 

3’ endonuclease) and XPF-ERCC1 do not appear to move to damaged foci when XPC is 

missing, implying that the lesions have to be recognized by XPC before other subunits can be 

loaded onto the DNA substrate. Taken together, these different findings converge on the idea 

that the XPC subunit is the primary initiator of NER assembly. 

 

An attraction for the undamaged side of the double helix 

What characteristic feature of damaged DNA induces the recruitment of XPC protein? 

Hanawalt and Haynes [14] were the first to propose that the need for DNA repair is 

determined by comparing the conformation of damaged DNA to that of a normal double 

helix. It was later found that the recognition of different bulky base adducts correlates with 

the degree by which the duplex is thermodynamically destabilized [15]. More recently, Isaacs 

and Spielmann [16] concluded that damaged DNA is more easily bent and, therefore, 
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postulated that a higher local flexibility may provide another generic determinant shared by 

all known NER substrates.  

 

 

 

Figure 1 Recruitment of the NER complex to abnormally oscillating sites on the undamaged 

side of the DNA duplex. (a) Conformational requirement for excision of a “non-distorting” 

DNA adduct located in one strand of the duplex (substrates 1-4). In the case of substrate 5, 

the same DNA adduct was placed in both strands simultaneously. Substrates 1, 3 and 5 are 

refractory to recognition by the NER complex. Only the adducts in substrates 2 and 4 are 

conveyed to the NER process. The sites of dual DNA incision are indicated by the arrows. 

These experimental findings [18] indicate that DNA damage recognition is initiated by the 

appearance of a bulge of native but single-stranded DNA opposite to the offending lesion. (b) 

Strand oscillations caused by a single bipyrimidine photoproduct. The average amplitude of 

strand openings is shown at different positions of a 70-base pair fragment. Red circles, 

undamaged sequence; blue rectangles, DNA containing a cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer 

(adapted from Ref. 21). 
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 The preference for lesions that lower the melting temperature of duplex DNA has been 

exploited to test the particular orientation with which the NER subunits align themselves 

along the double-stranded nucleic acid molecule. For that purpose, highly defined DNA 

substrates were constructed by combining an artificial adduct, known to retain normal 

hydrogen bonding and stacking interactions [17], with different kinds of conformational 

distortions. The varying repairability of these synthetic duplexes in human cell extracts 

confirmed that destabilization of the double helix is a crucial molecular determinant for 

lesion recognition. In fact, excision was readily detected on composite substrates in which the 

“non-distorting” adduct was combined with a DNA bulge generated by the insertion of 

mismatches or nucleotide loops (Figure 1a). This local disruption of base pairing led to 

excision regardless of whether the bulge included both strands of the duplex or only the 

undamaged complementary strand across the adduct (Figure 1a, substrates 2 and 4). More 

surprising, however, is the observation that no excision took place when the same adduct was 

combined with a one-sided bulge involving only the damaged strand (Figure 1a, substrate 3). 

Similarly, the duplex became refractory to excision when both strands at the site of distortion 

carried a bulky modification (Figure 1a, substrate 5). Thus, this novel approach not only 

confirmed that a local DNA bulge is indispensable for NER activity but, additionally, pointed 

to an unexpected mechanism in which the early sensing of DNA distortions occurs through 

an interaction with flipped-out nucleotides on the undamaged side of the double helix [18]. 

This goes against the conventional dogma asserting that DNA lesion recognition occurs 

primarily through contacts with damaged bases or at least some components of the damaged 

strand. Instead, the experiments of Figure 1a indicate that mammalian NER factors are 

initially loaded onto the opposite undamaged sequence of the double helix, from where the 

lesion is approached and subsequently repaired. Additional studies showed that the 
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recognition of extruded bases in the undamaged complementary strand is also crucial for the 

analogous NER process in bacteria [19]. 

 

Damage-induced DNA oscillations 

The model of conformational “readout” on the undamaged side of the double helix, outlined 

in the previous section, raises the question of whether naturally arising DNA lesions may 

indeed destabilize the double helix to a sufficient degree to induce a local bulge with single-

stranded character. New insights came from mathematical models that describe the complex 

macromolecular dynamics of modified nucleic acid substrates. In fact, double-stranded DNA 

is not a static entity and even the native double helix is constantly in motion due to thermal 

fluctuations. Normally, the two strands of duplex DNA oscillate with respect to each other in 

a sequence-dependent manner, such that the distance between complementary strands 

exhibits fast and small variations [20]. In the absence of DNA damage, however, the 

picosecond-to-nanosecond timescale of these spontaneous vibrations is too short to be 

recognized by repair factors. In contrast, normal base pairing and stacking interactions are 

weakened in the presence of DNA adducts, giving rise to much more prominent strand 

movements. 

Recent mathematical calculations led to the prediction that even subtly distorting lesions, 

such as cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers, provoke longer-lived and larger openings between 

the two strands of the double helix relative to undamaged DNA [21]. The frequency of these 

large strand fluctuations is 25 times higher at photoproduct positions than in undamaged 

DNA sequences and, as illustrated in Figure 1b, the amplitude of these oscillations is 

drastically increased relative to the undamaged control. Another important prediction is that 

these dynamic changes triggered by base damage are expected to involve mainly oscillations 
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of the intact sequence opposing the lesion, as the strand containing base adducts is less 

flexible than native DNA [21]. 

To summarize, the paradigm of bipyrimidine photoproducts shows that DNA lesions have 

the ability to induce dynamic changes of the duplex, involving transient openings between 

complementary sequences, which result in strand oscillations particularly on the undamaged 

side of the double helix. The increased appearance of oscillations in the undamaged strand is 

consistent with a marked conformational heterogeneity observed across benzo[a]pyrene diol 

epoxide adducts [22]. In duplexes bearing an acetylaminofluorene adduct, only the 

undamaged sequence is susceptible to incision by endonuclease VII [23], an enzyme that 

cleaves distorted DNA, thus supporting the conclusion that more extensive dynamic changes 

occur in the complementary native strand. 

 

XPC protein is a sensor of abnormal strand oscillations 

One of the initiators of the mammalian NER reaction, XPC protein, has an intrinsic affinity 

for DNA molecules that deviate from the Watson-Crick geometry, including loops, 

mismatched bubbles or overhangs [24,25]. Accordingly, it has been suggested that XPC 

protein displays a general preference for conformational anomalies of the double helix, but 

the molecular basis of this unique recognition function has long remained elusive. 

 The human XPC sequence comprises a region of homology with the nucleic acid-binding 

domains of RPA and breast cancer susceptibility protein 2 (BRCA2) [26]. In the case of RPA 

and BRCA2, the single-stranded DNA-binding activity correlates with the presence of 

conserved aromatic side chains that mediate stacking interactions with closely spaced DNA 

bases [27]. The search for functionally analogous residues in human XPC protein revealed 

that two neighboring aromatics are essential for DNA-binding and NER activity [26]. XPC 

protein also displays a marked preference for single-stranded oligonucleotides, implying that 
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it recognizes the local single-stranded character of damaged DNA. However, the presence of 

DNA lesions strongly reduces its binding to damaged single-stranded oligonucleotides 

compared to the more efficient interaction of XPC with undamaged counterparts [26,28]. 

 In summary, the affinity for single-stranded oligonucleotides, in combination with an 

aversion to interact with damaged strands, indicates that XPC protein initiates the NER 

pathway by “reading” the native strand of damaged duplexes. As illustrated in Figure 2, this 

mechanism fits with the large and long-lived oscillations across lesion sites, thus predicting 

that XPC protein operates by capturing the transient formation of single-stranded 

conformations in the complementary strand. At first glance, the suggestion that a DNA 

damage sensor is attracted by the undamaged complementary strand might seem internally 

inconsistent. However, this newly discovered mechanism of DNA quality control has the 

advantage that the initial sensor does not rely on interactions with damaged bases, and in fact 

avoids such intimate contacts with abnormal residues, thus enhancing the range of 

modifications that can be conveyed to DNA repair. In this respect, XPC may use its affinity 

for oscillating DNA strands to serve as a more general platform that attracts the components 

of multiple repair pathways to damaged sites in chromatin. For example, recent data suggest 

that XPC protein may interact with subunits of the base excision repair [29,30] and non-

homologous end-joining systems  [31]. 
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Figure 2 Scheme illustrating how human XPC protein may deploy a pair of aromatic side 

chains (shown in red color) to capture DNA oscillations in the undamaged strand opposite to 

base lesions (adapted from Ref. 26). This model predicts that unpaired deoxyribonucleotide 

residues located across the damaged site become sandwiched between aromatic side chains of 

XPC protein. The substrate versatility of this unique sensor of DNA oscillations is enhanced 

by avoiding direct contacts with adducted or otherwise defective residues in the damaged 

strand. 
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The mode of action of other NER recognition factors 

Due to the deleterious consequences of strand breaks, the incision reaction must occur under 

an extremely rigorous control. Lin and Sancar [32] predicted that a cascade of different DNA 

damage recognition steps of mediocre selectivity leads to an overall specificity that is 

comparable to that of transcription factors. For example, XPC protein, which interacts mainly 

with the undamaged strand, mediates the loading of TFIIH onto the damaged strand [33], 

such that the two DNA helicase components of TFIIH (XPB and XPD) function as tracking 

enzymes that locate the chemically damaged base [34,35]. 

 XPA is another subunit of the ultimate lesion verification complex that, like XPC, has a 

preference for distorted DNA structures carrying mismatches, loops or bubbles, even if no 

actual DNA lesion has been introduced into the substrate [36]. Despite its low DNA-binding 

affinity, a damage “verification” function has been proposed for XPA based on the 

observation that it interacts more avidly with DNA in conjunction with other NER partners 

[37]. XPA exhibits a distinctive preference for distorted DNA molecules, such as cisplatin-

damaged duplexes or four-way DNA junctions, which share the architectural feature of 

presenting two double strands emerging from a central bend [36]. Indeed, the characterization 

of an XPA mutant, where neighboring lysines in a positively charged DNA-binding surface 

were replaced by glutamates, indicates that the assembly of active incision complexes is 

dependent on the close association of XPA protein with a narrow bending angle in the DNA 

substrate [38]. 

 How does an affinity for kinked DNA contribute to damage recognition? Base stacking is 

the predominant energetic force leading to the intrinsic rigidity of DNA but the loss of base 

stacking, resulting in the formation of dynamic hinge points, is a common consequence of 

DNA lesions [16]. This property of damaged DNA implies that XPA protein may exploit its 

affinity for sharply bent DNA backbones to carry out a damage verification function by 
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another indirect mechanism, i.e., by probing the susceptibility of the DNA substrate to be 

kinked during assembly of the lesion verification complex [38]. 

 

Conclusions and perspectives 

One of the most formidable challenges in molecular recognition is that faced by the initiators 

of the NER reaction as they locate damaged bases among a large excess of undamaged 

residues. This challenge is further complicated by the amazing diversity of target lesions, and 

it is evident that substrate recognition in the NER pathway must display high levels of 

versatility. An intriguing new aspect emerging from the molecular analysis of XPC and other 

mammalian NER subunits is that a subset of early recognition factors operate in an entirely 

indirect manner by detecting damage-induced alterations in DNA dynamics, including 

increased strand oscillations and the susceptibility of the DNA backbone to undergo site-

specific kinks. The notion that generic DNA damage recognition factors may operate in a 

strictly indirect manner, thus avoiding close contacts with injured bases, is supported by 

recent studies on the prokaryotic NER system [19,39,40]. 

How does this novel concept of damage recognition guided by abnormal DNA dynamics, 

such as for example strand oscillations, change the direction of research in the NER field? 

Clearly, future experiments should not be limited to the analysis of static molecular 

complexes formed by DNA damage recognition factors and their nucleic acid substrates. 

Instead, new experimental approaches will be aimed at the measurement of dynamic changes 

induced by biologically significant DNA lesions (see Box 2). Quantitative relationships will 

be established between the type and degree of such dynamic changes and the efficiency of 

lesion recognition as well as the rate of NER complex assembly. Advanced real-time 

methods will be employed in reconstituted systems and in intact cells to monitor the 

recruitment of NER factors and the specific reciprocal interactions arising between multiple 
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subunits in response to alterations of DNA dynamics. Another important issue will be to 

examine how reversible posttranslational modifications of NER subunits may facilitate the 

recognition of transient dynamic changes of the DNA substrate. 
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Box 1. The human NER reaction and its core subunits 

Many human NER proteins are encoded by genes that, when mutated, give rise to xeroderma 

pigmentosum (XP), an inherited disorder characterized by extreme photosensitivity and a 

2000-fold increased incidence of sunlight-induced skin cancer [1,41]. The XP syndrome 

further involves a higher risk of contracting internal tumors and, in some cases, neurological 

complications, presumably reflecting the essential role of NER in the removal of endogenous 

DNA damage. The products of the XPA-XPG genes provide the core subunits of an excision 

complex that comprises approximately 20 polypeptide subunits. 

 The different NER steps, i.e., recognition of DNA distortions, verification of base lesions, 

dual DNA incision and repair synthesis, are illustrated in the accompanying scheme (Figure 

I), where the substrate carries a benzo[a]pyrene diol epoxide adduct. The NER system excises 

such carcinogen-DNA adducts, as well as UV photoproducts or other lesions, in the form of 

oligonucleotide segments that have a length of 24-32 residues [42]. This reaction is generally 

thought to proceed by a stepwise mechanism initiated by a heterotrimeric factor consisting of 

XPC, RAD23B and CETN2 (centrin-2) [13,14,43]. XPC protein possesses DNA-binding 

activity, whereas the RAD23B and CETN2 partners exert accessory functions by stabilizing 

the complex and stimulating its action in DNA repair. UV-damaged DNA-binding (UV-

DDB) protein may accelerate the recognition of UV photoproducts [8]. After the initial 

association with damaged sites, XPC protein mediates the recruitment of transcription factor 

IIH (TFIIH), followed by replication protein A (RPA), XPA, XPG and, finally, XPF-ERCC1, 

which is a heterodimer composed of XPF and excision repair cross complementing-1 [44,45]. 
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Figure Box I Human NER pathway and its core subunits. The damaged strand of the DNA 

substrate carries a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon adduct. See text for abbreviations. 

 

 Four of these early factors (XPC, TFIIH, RPA and XPA) generate a unique recognition 

intermediate characterized by transient unwinding of the duplex substrate around the lesion. 

This open intermediate contains “Y-shaped” double- to single-stranded DNA transitions, 

which provide a substrate for the junction-specific DNA endonucleases XPF-ERCC1 and 
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XPG [46,47]. By cleaving the damaged strand at the “Y-shaped” junctions, these two 

endonucleases act as “scissors” to cut out DNA damage from the double helix. XPF-ERCC1 

makes the 5’ and XPG the 3’ incision. Helical integrity is reconstituted by a downstream 

DNA synthesis complex consisting of an error-free DNA polymerase (primarily DNA 

polymerase ε), in conjunction with replication factor C (RFC) and proliferating cell nuclear 

antigen (PCNA). Subsequently, the newly synthesized DNA repair patches are joined to the 

preexisting strands by the action of DNA ligase I [44,48]. 
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Box 2. Outstanding questions 

 

How does the degree of DNA oscillations relate to repair efficiency? 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and optical correlation spectroscopy (OCS) will be used 

to measure changes of helical dynamics resulting from the formation of DNA damage. These 

methods involve a magnetic label in the case of NMR, or fluorescent labels for OCS. The 

NMR analyses are limited to small nucleic acid molecules in the range of 30 base pairs, but 

OCS can also be applied to the study of larger DNA duplexes. The frequency and amplitude 

of strand oscillations can be modulated by isotope substitutions in the DNA base pairs. 

Thereafter, the degree of strand oscillations or other DNA fluctuations will be compared to 

the rates of NER assembly and efficiency of damage excision. 

 

How does UV-DDB mediate the recognition of cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers? 

An accessory factor (UV-DDB) is thought to facilitate the recognition of cyclobutane 

pyrimidine dimers, the most frequent photoproduct induced by exposure to sunlight [8]. 

Intriguingly, UV-DDB seems to be necessary for the recruitment of NER factors to 

cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers in intact cells but not in reconstituted in vitro systems [7]. 

Thus, although UV-DDB may represent the first factor that recognizes pyrimidine dimers in 

human cells, its mode of interaction with damaged sites, as well as the physical handover of 

DNA lesions from UV-DDB to the next NER factors, needs to be analyzed in the 

chromosomal context.  

 

What is the role of protein ubiquitylation in the NER pathway? 

UV-DDB is not only a damage recognition subunit but also a molecular adaptor that connects 

the Cul4A-Roc1 ubiquitin ligase complex to a wide repertoire of protein targets. Known 
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substrates of this ubiquitylation machinery include, in addition to UV-DDB itself, various 

histones and XPC protein [49]. The ubiquitylation reaction appears to stimulate excision 

activity but it is not clear why the presence of small polypeptide modifiers should be 

important for either damage recognition or the assembly of excision complexes.   

 

How do the other NER subunits contribute to DNA damage recognition? 

The NER pathway is likely to function as a recognition cascade, in which a sequence of 

multiple steps of mediocre selectivity ultimately yields an excellent specificity for DNA 

lesions [9,32]. However, it is not yet clear how the downstream factors TFIIH, RPA, XPG or 

XPF-ERCC1 contribute to this selectivity cascade. 

 

Damage recognition in the transcription-coupled pathway 

XPC and UV-DDB are not always needed for NER activity, as these factors are dispensable 

for the transcription-coupled subpathway [1,50]. How the transcription complex mediates 

DNA damage recognition and recruits the repair machinery are other unsolved problems. 
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Summary 

DNA, the carrier of our genetic information, is constantly challenged by different 

genotoxic agents such as, for example, UV-light, carcinogenic compounds or 

endogenous reactive metabolites. The resulting DNA lesions can, in turn, perturb vital 

cellular processes such as transcription, replication and cell cycle progression. 

Persistent DNA damage can induce mutations and ultimately lead to cancer or to cell 

death. In order to maintain the integrity of the genetic material, cells have evolved an 

intricate network of DNA repair mechanisms, which are shortly summarized in 

Chapter 3. 

One of the primary DNA repair pathways is nucleotide excision repair. It is 

responsible for the removal of a wide spectrum of bulky DNA lesions that have in 

common their ability to distort the helical structure of double-stranded DNA. These 

lesions include photoproducts induced by UV light and DNA adducts generated by 

carcinogenic chemicals. The nucleotide excision repair pathway requires the 

coordinated activity of approximately 30 different proteins. The mechanism involves 

a multistep “cut and patch” reaction in which a short segment of DNA containing the 

lesion is excised and replaced by DNA repair synthesis using the intact 

complementary strand as the template. Two distinct nucleotide excision repair 

subpathways can be distinguished; i.e. global genome repair (GGR), operating over 

the entire genome, and transcription-coupled repair (TCR), which repairs only the 

transcribed strand of active genes. The principal difference between these pathways 

resides in the initial detection of DNA damage. During TCR, elongation of the RNA 

polymerase II complex is blocked by abnormal residues, thereby inducing the 

assembly of repair complexes. In contrast, the GGR machinery is dependent on the 

initial recognition of damaged sites by the XPC-protein. The human nucleotide 

excision repair pathway and its subunits are extensively discussed in Chapter 3 & 4. 

Xeroderma pigmentosum group C (XPC) protein is the key damage recognition factor 

that initiates the GGR process. However, the molecular mechanism by which this 

versatile sensor of DNA damage detects a wide range of bulky base lesions was not 

understood. For that reason, during the course of my thesis I investigated the substrate 

recognition function of human XPC protein in more detail. The starting point and the 

goals of my thesis project are specified in Chapter 1. 

In a first step, I examined the substrate recognition function of XPC by subjecting 

evolutionary conserved amino acids to site-directed mutagenesis. After screening for 
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repair activity in a host cell reactivation assay, the repair-defective mutants were 

analyzed for expression level, nuclear localization and their DNA binding capacity. 

This strategy revealed that two particular aromatic amino acids (tryptophan at position 

690 and phenylalanine at position 733) are critically involved in the interaction of 

XPC protein with its DNA substrate. In parallel, biochemical experiments 

demonstrated that XPC protein displays a strong preference for binding to undamaged 

single-stranded DNA. The aromatic residues at codon 690 and 733 are absolutely 

required for this interaction with single-stranded DNA. Interestingly, the dual 

deployment of aromatic side chains for the interaction with nucleic acids is the 

distinctive feature of oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide-binding folds found in single-

stranded DNA binding proteins such as for example replication protein A. The 

detailed results of my thesis work are outlined in Chapter 2. 

On the basis of these results, we concluded that human XPC protein exhibits an 

entirely inverted mechanism of substrate recognition whereby this subunit avoids 

direct contacts with the damaged bases themselves. Instead, XPC protein probes the 

local susceptibility of intact nucleotides on the opposite undamaged side of the double 

helix to adopt a single-stranded configuration. This indirect mechanism of substrate 

recognition accounts for the exceptional substrate versatility of this initial damage 

recognition sensor. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Die in der DNA – unserem Erbgut – gespeicherte Information ist stetig 

unterschiedlichen genotoxischen Einflüssen - wie zum Beispiel UV-Licht, 

krebserregenden Chemikalien oder reaktiven Stoffwechselprodukten - ausgesetzt, 

welche die DNA schädigen. Diese Schäden führen kurzfristig zu Störungen der 

lebenswichtigen zellulären Prozesse wie zum Beispiel der Transkription, der 

Replikation oder des Zellzyklus. Bleibende DNA Schäden können zu Mutationen 

führen, welche ihrerseits wiederum Erbkrankheiten, Krebs oder den Zelltod 

verursachen können. Um genau dies zu verhindern und die Integrität der DNA zu 

schützen, haben unsere Zellen im Laufe der Evolution ein komplexes Netzwerk 

verschiedener DNA-Reparaturmechanismen entwickelt. Diese sind in Kapitel 3 kurz 

zusammengefasst. 

Eines der  wichtigen DNA-Reparatursysteme ist die so genannte „Nukleotid-

Exzisionsreparatur“. Sie ist verantwortlich für die Behebung eines grossen Spektrums 

von DNA-Schäden, deren einzige Gemeinsamkeit die Fähigkeit ist, die helikale 

Struktur der DNA zu stören. Beispiele solcher Schäden sind durch UV-Licht 

induzierte Photoprodukte oder durch Chemikalien verursachte „unförmige“ DNA-

Addukte. Die Durchführung der Nukleotid-Exzisionsreparatur benötigt die 

koordinierte Aktivität von etwa 30 verschiedenen Proteinen. Der Mechanismus 

umfasst ein mehrstufiges „Ausschneiden und Einfügen“, wobei ein kurzes Segment 

des beschädigten DNA-Stranges herausgeschnitten und durch eine neu synthetisierte 

Kopie des intakten komplementären Stranges ersetzt wird. Die Nukleotid-

Exzisionsreparatur wird in zwei verschiedene Untersysteme eingeteilt. Zum einen in 

die „globale genomische Reparatur“ (GGR), welche Schäden im ganzen Genom 

behebt, und zum anderen in die so genannte „trankriptionsgekoppelte Reparatur“ 

(transcription-coupled repair; TCR), welche spezifisch Schäden an der aktuell zu 

transkribierenden DNA behebt. Der Hauptunterschied der beiden Systeme liegt in der 

Initiierung des Prozesses, das heisst im Mechanismus der initialen 

Schadenserkennung. Im Falle der TCR wird die Reparatur von einem durch eine 

Läsion blockierten RNA-Polymerase-II-Komplex initiiert. Im Unterschied dazu ist die 

GGR vollständig von der Schadenserkennung durch das XPC-Protein abhängig. Das 

System der Nukleotid-Exzisionsreparatur und die daran beteiligten Proteine werden 

ausführlich in Kapitel 3 & 4 besprochen. 
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Im GGR-Prozess ist das XPC-Protein der Schlüssel-Faktor, der für die 

Schadenserkennung und die Initiierung der DNA-Reparatur verantwortlich ist. Der 

molekulare Mechanismus, mit welchem dieser vielseitige Sensor von DNA-Schäden 

eine so reichhaltige Palette von unterschiedlichen Schäden erkennen kann, war jedoch 

nicht bekannt. Deshalb habe ich in meiner Arbeit die Schadenserkennungs-Funktion 

des XPC-Proteins eingehend untersucht. In Kapitel 1 sind die Ausgangslage und die 

Ziele meiner Arbeit ausführlich beschrieben. 

In einem ersten Schritt untersuchte ich den Einfluss von evolutionär konservierten 

Aminosäuren, welche ich mit zielgerichteter Mutagenese veränderte, in Bezug auf die 

Schadenserkennung durch das humane XPC-Protein. Mit Hilfe eines so genannten 

Wirtszell-Reaktivierungsassays wurden die Mutanten auf ihre Reparaturaktivität hin 

untersucht. Anschliessend untersuchte ich den Expressionslevel, die nukleäre 

Lokalisation und die DNA-Bindung der Mutanten, die im funktionellen Assay einen 

bedeutenden Reparaturdefekt aufwiesen. Diese Strategie offenbarte zwei kritische 

aromatische Aminosäuren (Tryptophan an der Position 690 und Phenylalanin an der 

Position 733), welche an der Interaktion des XPC-Proteins mit seinem DNA-Substrat 

beteiligt sind. Daneben zeigten biochemische Bindungassays, dass das XPC-Protein 

bevorzugt an ungeschädigte Einzelstrang-DNA bindet und dass die beiden Aromaten 

(Tryptophan690 und Phenylalanin733) für diese Wechselwirkung mit 

einzelsträngigen DNA notwendig sind. Exakt dieses Aminosäuremuster mit zwei 

herausragenden aromatischen Seitenketten, findet sich auch im so genannten 

Oligonukleotid/Oligosaccharid-Bindungsmotiv wieder, welches Bestandteil von 

DNA-Einzelstrangbindungsproteinen wie zum Beispiel dem Replikationsprotein A 

ist. Tatsächlich weist der betreffende Abschnitt des humanen XPC-Proteins eine 

auffällige Sequenz-Homologie mit diesem Oligonukleotid/Oligosaccharid-

Bindungsmotiv auf. Die experimentellen Ergebnisse meiner Dissertation finden sich 

in Kapitel 2. Aufgrund meiner Befunde drängte sich die absolut neuartige Hypothese 

auf, dass das XPC-Protein gar nicht direkt an den Schaden bindet, sondern dass es die 

einzelsträngige Konformation der DNA-Doppelhelix im ungeschädigten, 

komplementären Strang erkennt. Durch diesen indirekten aber äusserst vielseitigen 

Mechanismus ist erklärbar, dass ein einzelnes Sensorprotein die Reparatur einer sehr 

breiten Auswahl von DNA-Schäden einleiten kann.  
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